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Report To The Congress
OF THEUNITEDSTATES
The Role Of Marketing Orders
In Establishing And Maintaining
Orderly Marketing Conditions
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Federal marketing orders are legally binding plans,
designed and operated by growers and handlers of
specific fruit, vegetable, and specialty crops (such as
hops and nuts), and approved by the Secretary of
Agriculture. Their primary goal is to establish orderly
marketing conditions by alleviating supply/demand
imbalances,
GAO reviewed 9 of the 47 federal marketing orders
and found that 2 have the potential to restrict new
farmers from entering the marketplace
and 1 to
produce waste (unused production),
but that competitive forces appeared sufficient in 8 of the 9 orders
GAO looked at to limit price increases. GAO found
that the trend in marketing orders has shifted from an
emphasis on controlling
supplies to a focus on
expanding demand.
The U.S. Department
of Agriculture
has overall
responsibility
for federal marketing orders. GAO
noted that the Department’s
information
on marketing orders was not always made available to
interested parties and was not current, and that the
Department had not measured the performance of
marketing orders in terms of program goals. GAO’s
recommendations
address these two issues.
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Request for copies of GAO reports should be
sent to:
U.S. General Accounting Off ice
Document Handling and Information
Services Facility
P.O. Box 6015
Gaithersburg, Md. 20677
Telephone (202) 2756241
The first five copies of individual reports are
free of charge. Additional copies of bound
audit reports are $3.25 each. Additional
copies of unbound report (i.e., letter reports)
and most other publications are $1.00 each.
There will be a 25% discount on all orders for
100 or more copies mailed to a single address.
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To the President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives
This report discusses the role of federal marketing orders in
creating
and maintaining
orderly markets for fruits,
vegetables,
The report examines the use of quantity
and
and specialty
crops.
quality
control provisions
and their impact on controlling
supthe trend toward greater use of quality
control and market
plies,
support provisions
and their impact on increasing
demand, and the
role of the U.S. Department of Agriculture
in administering
and
reviewing marketing orders.
We made the review to provide the Congress with information
on the benefits
and shortcomings of this controversial
program.
We are sending copies of this report to the Secretary of
Office of Management and Budget.
Agriculture
and the Director,
da&@@@@
Charles A. Bowsher
Comptroller
General
of the United States
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THE ROLE OF MARKETING
ORDERSIN ESTABLISHING
AND MAINTAINING ORDERLY
MARKETINGCONDITIONS

DIGEST
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Before the 1930's, the free market system was
generally
unable to solve the problem of alternating cycles of shortages and overages in
fruit
and vegetable markets.
Increased output
levels and declining
consumer incomes during
the Great Depression resulted
in further
disruptions
to these markets, and the Congress
responded by offering
marketing orders as tools
for improving order in the marketplace.
The Agricultural
Marketing Agreement Act of
the Secretary of
1937, as amended, authorizes
Agriculture
to establish
federal marketing
orders for fresh and dried fruit,
fresh
vegetables,
and specialty
crops, such as hops
and tree nuts.
Marketing orders are marketing
plans designed by growers and handlers in a
particular
industry
to collectively
work out
solutions
to supply and demand problems that
growers and handlers are unable to resolve
Once voted in by the industry
individually.
and approved by the Secretary of Agriculture,
marketing orders are issued as federal
regulations
and have the force and effect of
In contrast
to federal farm programs for
law.
such crops as wheat, corn, and cotton,
marketing orders for fruits,
vegetables,
and
specialty
crops involve no federal subsidy
costs and minimal federal oversight
costs.
Over half the fruits
and tree nuts produced in
the United States and about 15 percent of the
vegetables are covered by 47 federal marketing
The farm value of the 33 commodities
orders.
covered by the 47 orders was about $5.6 billion
in 1984. State marketing arrangements are
authorized
to cover virtually
all of the remaining U.S.-produced
fruit,
vegetable,
and
specialty
crops.
GAO reviewed 9 marketing orders covering 11
The orders used a cross section
commodities.
of all the marketing order tools that are used
to influence
the supply of or demand for a
The commodities included
specific
commodity.
celery,
lemons, peaches, pears, plums,
GAO/RCED-85-57
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nectarines,
almonds, hops, spearmint
and walnuts.
In particular,
cherries,
addressed the

oil, tart
GAO

--controversies
surrounding
the program and the
effect of each individual
type of marketing
order tool on commodity supplies,
--emerging trends
orders, and
--administration

in the

use

of marketing

of the program.

MARKETINGORDERCONTROVERSY
The supply controls
authorized
in the 1930’s
allow growers of authorized
crops to regulate
the flow and total supply of products reaching
These controls
have always
the marketplace.
Critics
often oppose them
been controversial.
on the grounds that economic efficiency
is enhanced when commodity prices and the total supply of products reaching the marketplace are
They assert
determined in competitive
markets.
interests
are undermined by polithat consumer
cies that artificially
and excessively
raise
food prices higher than free market conditions
Proponents usually defend the use
would allow.
of supply controls
as an efficient,
limitedgovernment method of reducing supply/demand imbalances for perishable
commodities in markets
that are typically
volatile
if allowed to operAlso,
ate under unregulated
market conditions.
most marketing
orders today reflect
legislative
changes since the 1940’s
that incorporate
market-oriented
goals beyond those of the early
farm stabilization
programs.
GAO examined the program from several standpoints to put the marketing order controversy
in perspective.
In summary:
--Two of the marketing orders GAO examined,
hops and spearmint oil--restrict
new growers
from entering the marketplace,
and one-results
in waste.
lemons-- typically
(See pp. 12-17.)
--Marketing
orders for 10 of 11 commodities GAO
examined determined when or whether supplies
were put on the market.
Such actions are
restrictive,
but as discussed
below, can
benefit both producers and consumers.

--For example, reserve pools are used to
transfer
excess supply from a good production
year to a later poor production
year.
Consumers could benefit
if a more consistent
supply of the commodity was made available
during both good and poor production
periods.
(See pp. 17-22.)
--Controls
governing grade, size, and maturity
of commodities can encourage farmers to
improve their products and help assure consumers that products meet minimum standards.
GAO did not find evidence of grade, size, and
maturity
standards being used to control
supplies in an attempt to influence
price.
(See pp. 23-29.)
--For 10 of the 11 marketing order commodities
GAO examined, competitive
forces appear
sufficient
to limit price increases.
(See
pp. 32-34.)
MARKETINGORDERTREND
Like marketing orders of the 1930's, today's
marketing orders allow growers and handlers to
work together to solve marketing problems.
However, the trend in marketing order operations today is toward greater emphasis on
enhancing demand as opposed to controlling
This trend reflects
legislative
supplies.
modifications
since the 1940's.
Marketing orders for 8 of the 11 commodities
GAO examined used a mix of research, development, promotion,
and advertising
tools.
When
used in conjunction
with quality
standards that
keep only unsalable products off the market,
such tools can work in the interests
of both
the industries
and consumers.
Long-term
demand can be created by discovering
the attributes consumers desire most and developing improved products that match those desires.
For some commodities, such as California
almonds and California
tree fruits
(peaches,
consumer acceppears, plums, and nectarines),
tance has been substantially
increased,
and
industry growth has been stimulated
by using
For
effective
mixes of marketing order tools.
such as tart cherries and
other commodities,
are in the
Florida avocados, the industries
early stages of shifting
to programs focused on
Tear Sheet
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increasing
demand for their products.
This
trend is in line with the Secretary of
Agriculture's
October 1983 comments on
agricultural
policy at the 1984 Agricultural
Outlook Conference on the need for marketoriented,
long-range planning to assist producers in establishing
new markets.
(See pp*
36-48.)

PROGRAMADMINISTRATION
The U.S. Department of Agriculture's
(USDA'S)
Agricultural
Marketing Service administers
the
marketing order program.
Since the early
1960's USDA has provided guidance when asked by
commodity groups and monitored marketing order
committee operations.
(See pp. 49-50.)
GAO
found that:
--USDA's Agricultural
Marketing Service plays a
limited
role in informing the industry
and
public of the pros and cons of marketing
Communications of accurate program
orders.
information
would be improved if USDA were to
take a more active role in industry
education
meetings.
(See pp. 50-54.)
--USDA's program operations
manual is a potentially
useful tool for conveying information
about changing policies
and conditions
to
Howanyone interested
in marketing orders.
ever, the manual does not include legislative
changes, administrative
policies,
or guidelines implemented since its 1966 publication
The manual also does not address many
date.
of the market-oriented
issues such as demandenhancement research and charitable
causes
that surfaced in the past two decades.
(See
pp. 54-55.)
--USDA has no criteria
to measure marketing
A system is needed to
order performance.
evaluate whether marketing orders meet the
purposes of the act, to approve changes to
existing
marketing orders, or to justify
changes in marketing order policies.
Such
measurements also would be useful in clarifying the impact of marketing orders so that
all parties
involved could more appropriately
judge the merits and shortcomings of marketGAO suggests some criteria
for
ing orders.
USDA to consider in developing measures of
(See
marketing order performance.
pp. 55-60.)
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GAO recommends that the Secretary of Agriculture require the Administrator,
Agricultural
Marketing Service, to update the operations
manual for marketing orders, to develop and
apply criteria
for measuring the performance of
individual
marketing orders, and to make the
results
available
to USDA decision makers and
other interested
parties.
(See pp. 60-61.)
AGENCYCOMMENTS
AND GAO'S EVALUATION
USDA stated that it supports the marketing
order concept as long as the programs are consistent
with statutory
requirements
and USDA
guidelines.
USDA added that the administration's
position
on marketing orders and farm
programs in general is transcended by the
belief
in reduced government interference
in
Americans’ businesses and lives:
therefore,
it
does not plan to encourage the development of
USDA also stated that it agreed
new programs.
with
GAO's recommendations to update USDA's
1966 operations
manual and to develop criteria
for determining
marketing order success
and
failure,
although it noted the difficulty
in
developing
such criteria.
(See pp. 35, 48, and
61.)

Developing and applying such criteria
should
(1)
improve the management of a program established to encourage the private
sector to make
business/marketing
decisions
at minimum government expense and involvement and (2) help provide supporters
and critics
of the program with
including
whether indibetter information,
vidual marketing orders are meeting the stated
objective
of the legislation--developing
and
maintaining
orderly markets.
USDA also provided a list of
GAO changed
to the report.
as it considered appropriate,
USDA comments. The complete
comments appears as appendix
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suggested changes
the final report,
to reflect
these
text of USDA's
VI.
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CHAPTER1
INTRODUCTION
During the latter
part of the 19th century and continuing
through 1919, U.S. agriculture
enjoyed a relatively
uninterrupted
period of rising prices made possible by increasing
consumer incomes, growing population,
and an improved transportation
and
distribution
system.
But even during these relatively
prosperous
economic times, the fruit
and vegetable industries
experienced a
variety
of problems marketing their products.
--The perishability
of agricultural
products and intense
competition
led to periods of shortages and high prices
followed by periods of glut with low prices and waste.
--The distribution
system was unable to adapt itself
ciently
to the boom and bust cycle.
--Product
perishability
tailers
opportunities
tory trade practices.

effi-

gave handlers, wholesalers,
and reto engage in unfair and discrimina-

--Buyers (handlers,
wholesalers,
retailers,
and consumers)
were not confident
as to the value or quality
of the
perishable
products offered from distant
sources.
A sudden decline in farm prices between 1920 and 1922 comipounded the boom and bust problems of the fruit
and vegetable
industries.
Further economic stress emerged for growers as the
relatively
large plantings
of trees and vines induced by the high
prices during the preceding decade came into production.
By the
increased output levels and declining
consumer
Great Depression,
incomes had caused an economic crisis
in agriculture.
Since the unrestricted
free market system and initial
attempts by voluntary
cooperative
marketing associations
did not
adequately reduce the boom and bust cycles confronting
growers,
marketing orders
the Congress legislated
farm programs, including
~ for many fruit
and vegetable industries,
to help stabilize
aqriIn some farm pro~ cultural
markets and improve grower returns.
~ grams the government guarantees minimum prices for certain commod: ities or pays farmers to remove cropland from production.
Wheat,
and tobacco operate under such
~ corn, cotton, grain sorghum, dairy,
and supply control arrangements and have
price- and income-support
been criticized
for their cost to the government and their
with the free market process.
Like price- and
"interference"
income-support
programs, federal marketing orders have come under
criticism
for their impact on free market competition
and their
potential
to restrict
supplies and thus raise consumer prices.
In
programs, federal fruit
and
contrast
to price- and income-support
vegetable marketing order programs involve no federal subsidy payments and limited
federal program administrative
costs; marketing

1

order operating
costs
agricultural
commodities
are

financed by industry
being shipped.

assessments on the

WHAT IS A MARKETINGORDER?
A marketing order is a marketing plan that the growers and
handlers of a particular
agricultural
industry design and operate
to work out solutions
to general industry problems regarding
and approved by
supply and demand. Once voted in by the industry
the Secretary of Agriculture,
marketing orders are issued as
federal regulations
and have the force and effect of law. The
desired effect of marketing orders is to provide an "orderly
market" that would
--reduce

fluctuations

in farm and retail

--assure consumers a steady
meet consumer needs.

supply

prices

of quality

and
products

that

More than half of the U.S.-produced
fruits
and specialty
hops and tree nuts) and about 15 percent of the
crops (e.g.,
vegetables are covered under federal marketing orders.
The
estimated value to the farmer of the 33 commodities marketed under
the 47 federal orders was about $5.6 billion
in 1984. Not only
does federal law authorize marketing orders, but state governments
authorize
a variety
of similar
marketing arrangements for other
The combination of the
fruit,
and specialty
crops.
vegetable,
federal and state marketing arrangements affects virtually
all of
the fruit,
vegetable,
and specialty
crops sold in the United
States.
HOWMARKETINGORDERSEVOLVED
Depressed farm conditions
contributed
to a rapid growth in
the number of voluntary
cooperative
marketing associations--nearly
700 were formed in the United States between 1910 and the early
1920's.
The cooperatives
attempted to control production
levels
by limiting
the quantity
of a commodity that could be brought to
However, many of the coopmarket during a weekly time period.
erative ventures failed
in this effort,
because very few
cooperatives
were in a position
to smooth out the boom and bust
cycle by themselves, and attempts to do so by even the strongest
cooperatives
proved insufficient
to solve the marketing problems.
Fruit
For example, as early as 1924 the Southern California
Exchange undertook a program to allocate
its members' lemon
supplies between the fresh market and the less profitable
In 1924 a large quantity
of lemons was produced
processed market.
in relation
to demand. Despite the Exchange's dominant position
the market remained unstable because not
in the lemon industry,
enough growers and handlers participated
in the cooperative's
quantity
control program.
Nonparticipants,
or "free riders,"
were
able to produce as much as they wanted, ship whenever they wanted,
and ship commodities that were immature or damaged or that
generally
did not have the same quality
as the commodities the
cooperative
participants
sent to market.

The failure
of the voluntary
development of marketing orders.

efforts

contributed

to the

Congressional
interest
in the marketing order concept dates
back to the 1920's, when the government's general posture on agricultural
issues began to change from a largely passive role to one
of more direct
involvement.
The basic marketing order principle
of promoting orderly marketing to stabilize
markets against boom
and bust conditions
was developed into proposals vetoed by President Coolidge in 1926 and 1928, then carried forward in
government-sponsored
voluntary
marketing programs between 1929 and
1932,
and incorporated
into enabling legislation
in 1933--the
Agricultural
Adjustment Act (Public Law 73-10).
The Agricultural
Marketing Agreement Act of 1937, as amended (AMAA) (7 U.S.C. 601
(198211,
which reenacted and amended the Agricultural
Adjustment
Act, serves as the enabling authority
for marketing orders today.
The general policy enunciated by the Congress in the AMAA
indicated
that the Congress believed the public interest
was not
being met by an unrestricted
free market system that was not adequately solving the problems confronting
growers during the Great
I Depression.
The act authorizes
the Secretary of Agriculture
to
~ establish
federal marketing orders as a means for improving the
) orderly marketing of domestically
produced commodities,
including
~ fresh vegetables,
fresh and dried fruit,
and specialty
crops.
~ Originally,
in 1937, the principal
objectives
of the act were to
--enable farmers
commodities;

to obtain

parity

prices'

for

their

--protect
consumers by prohibiting
any marketing actions
that would maintain prices to farmers above the parity
level;
--establish
interests

and maintain orderly marketing
of both growers and consumers;

conditions
and

in the

--establish
and maintain orderly marketing conditions
to provide for a more orderly flow of a commodity, thus creating
greater stability
in supplies and prices.
~ The parity objectives
of the act have been diluted
through legis~ lative modifications.
Amendments since 1947 have allowed market~ ing orders to continue in most above-parity
situations
to avoid
Orderly marketing has become the
~ disruption
of orderly marketing.
~ act's primary objective.

'Parity
price is the price that gives the commodity equivalent
purchasing power to the base price during the prosperous farm
years of 1910 to 1914.

Amendments to the AMAA have included orderly marketing goals
Programs that
beyond those of the early stabilization
programs.
use research to develop products more acceptable to the consumer
or that stimulate
demand through promotion and advertising
have
been added to the AMAA as tools to be used in improving order in
the marketplace.
Four separate proposals to include all agricultural
commodities under the act have been defeated in the Congress.
The most
recent and broadest reaching of the four proposals was by the
Kennedy Administration
in 1961. In addition
to making all agricultural
commodities eligible
for marketing orders, it would have
authorized
the Secretary to grant national
marketing orders, subject to presidential
approval and congressional
review.
Administration
officials
stated at the time that they hoped marketing
orders would be used some day to control production
and prices of
major crops at minimum cost to the taxpayer.
Marketing orders
provide for private
farm interests
to make marketing decisions
with governwithout government financial
subsidy, as contrasted
ment decisions on loan rates, target prices,
and deficiency
payAccording to the
ments for price- and income-support
programs.
1966 National Commission on Food Marketing,2
"the proposed amendment involved a substantial
departure from long standing administrative
procedures and was rejected perhaps for that reason more
than its lack of economic feasibility."
HOW
MARKETINGORDERSWORK
Marketing orders involve various quantity,
quality,
and market support tools with the goal of using the mix of tools that can
best lead to orderly marketing through influencing
supply and/or
demand. Quantity controls
affect a product's
availability
and
control--prorates-price.
For example, one type of quantity
specifies
the maximum quantity
that may be shipped during a stated
type of
period of time, usually 1 week. Reserve pools --another
quantity
control --reduce the supply available
for sale in a primary (i.e.,
fresh) market by placing a portion of the crop aside
to be sold when demand improves in the current or a subsequent
season. Quality controls
increase consumer demand by specifying
to make the products more
product grade, size, and maturity
attractive
to consumers by providing
consistently
predictable
quality.
Market support tools --such as research and development,
to influence
demand through
promotion,
and advertising --attempt
knowledge of the products'
improving both buyers' and sellers'
availability
and uses.
and market support tools authorized
The quantity,
quality,
under federal marketing orders are discussed in chapters 2 and 3.
Appendix I identifies
the tools that were authorized
for each of
the 47 orders that existed as of January 31, 1985.

2Joint task force appointed by the President,
House, and President of the Senate.

Speaker of the

The legislation
requires marketing orders to be limited
to
the smallest production
area that the Secretary finds practicable
and lists
commodities for which marketing orders may be issued.
The list of eligible
commodities has changed some(See app. II.)
For example, soybeans were removed from the
what over the years.
list
in 1961, and eggs were added in 1983.
The Congress has
changed a commodity's status
when the industry presented enough
evidence to support the change.
The Secretary of Agriculture
issues a marketing order after a
public hearing where producers, handlers,
and consumers voice
their views and after approval by two-thirds
(three-fourths
in the
case of California
citrus)
of the producers (either
by number or
by the volume of production)
voting in a referendum.
Proposed
By law, a
program changes must go through similar
procedures.
U.S. Department of Agriculture
(USDA) decision to issue an order
must be supported by evidence in the official
hearing record.
the procedures

Generally,

follow

this

pattern:

--Representatives
of producers,
handlers,
or consumers submit
Proposals may
proposals and request a public hearing.
and/or market support tools.
include quantity,
quality,
--USDA analyzes the proposal and
interested
to submit proposals.
--Notice

is given of a public

may

invite

hearing.

--A public hearing is held, and a formal
from testimony given at the hearing.

record

--The public is given time to submit written
findings
and conclusions.
--A recommended decision
by USDA.
--The public
decision.
--A final

decision

--A producer
--USDA

is given

issues

anyone else

is published

is developed

proposed

in the Federal

Register

time to comment on the recommended

is issued.

referendum
the final

is held to vote on the proposal.
marketing

order.

When the Secretary gives final approval of a marketing order,
it is issued as a federal regulation
and has the force and effect
of USDA's Agricultural
of law. The Fruit and Vegetable Division
Marketing Service (AMS) administers
fruit,
vegetable,
and speFederal program administration
cialty
crop marketing orders.
costs in fiscal
year 1985 are estimated by USDA to be about
5

$2.5 million.
The Fruit and Vegetable Division
consisted of 60
headquarters
staff members and 20 staff members in six field
offices
as of January 1985.
Each order is operated by an administrative
committee whose
composition and functions
are specified
in the order.
Each committee consists essentially
of growers, or growers and handlers,
of the regulated
commodity.
Committee members are nominated by
the industry
and are subject to approval by the Secretary.
Some
committees also have a public member to represent the consumer
viewpoint.
Public members are nominated by other committee members and approved by the Secretary.
Each committee is given the
authority
through the Secretary to implement the order's provisions and recommend amendments to the Secretary.
The committee
must investigate
and report violations
to the Secretary and may
employ the staff necessary to operate its marketing order.
Committee expenses are financed by assessments on handlers.
The assessment is usually in terms of cents per box, bag, or ton.
The Secretary of Agriculture
approves the rate of assessment based
on a budget recommended by the administrative
committee.
MARKETINGORDERCONTROVERSY
Marketing orders have been controversial
since their introduction.
The underlying
issue has concerned the degree of control
and influence
that growers obtain under marketing orders and the
degree to which that control and influence
could affect the amount
of the commodity placed on the market and commodity prices.
Public concerns about marketing orders increased in the early
1970's after the oil embargo and the Russian grain deal made the
public more aware of the impact of shortages on commodity prices.
along with escalating
food prices and news
Such external
factors,
accounts of commodities going unharvested,
being plowed back into
in marthe ground, or fed to animals brought about more interest
keting orders.
Supporters claim that only a few of the 47 marketing orders
use quantity
controls
that affect consumers and that these orders
comprise such a small portion of farm production
that food prices
Supporters believe marketing
cannot be significantly
affected.
orders are effective
mechanisms for transforming
industries
that
have traditionally
focused on supply management to industries
that
nos. 10, 12,
focus on enhancing consumer demand. (See app. III,
15, 20, 24, and 42.)
Critics
of marketing orders cite specific
economic analyses
that conclude that marketing orders grant monopoly-type powers,
raise prices above what would occur in a free market environment,
lead to chronic overproduction
and product waste by keeping inefficient
growers in the marketplace,
benefit
less efficient
with too little
firms, restrict
new growers, or are administered

6

consumer input.
and 46.)

(See app. III,

nos.

4,

7,

9,

11,

28,

34,

36,

37,

Questions regarding monopoly potential
have been addressed by
the U.S. Supreme Court, which in 1939 held that marketing orders
do not violate
antitrust
laws , provided that they are consistent
with the provisions
of the Agricultural
Marketing Agreement Act of
1937.3
The Justice Department has not challenged any fruit,
vegetable,
or specialty
crop marketing orders as violating
antitrust laws, although its attorneys
have recommended that the
Secretary of Agriculture
phase out the prorate quantity
control
tool in marketing orders where the attorneys
believe its use is
anticompetitive
and contrary to the long-term interests
of growers
and consumers.
(See app. III,
no. 7.)
Due to their
controversial
nature, marketing orders have been
extensively
reviewed.
Appendix III contains synopses of prior
federal and other studies,
including
our reports entitled:

--Administration
of Marketing Orders for Fresh Fruits
Vegetables (RED-75-273, Dec. 11, 1974).
--Marketing
Selected

and

Order Program--An Assessment of Its Effects
Commodities (ID-76-26,
Apr. 23, 1976).

--Analysis
of Certain Aspects of the California-Arizona
Navel Orange Marketing Order (CED-81-129, July 2,

on

1981).

The most recent extensive federal study of marketing orders
was done at the request of the President's
Task Force on Regulatory Relief and was completed in November 1981.
The report
focused on marketing orders' effects on economic efficiency,
Like the reports of two previous presidencosts, and production.
tial commissions, the report cited benefits
and shortcomings under
marketing orders and suggested some changes in their operations
the Secretary
(discussed on p. 56). As a result of the report,
announced guidelines
in 1982 and 1983 to encourage those changes
in marketing orders.
(See app. V.)
Despite the new guidelines,
marketing orders have continued
One source of controversy
stems from the
to be controversial.
review authority
of the Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
The Secreunder Executive Order 12291, issued February 17, 1981.
tary of Agriculture
is responsible
for making the final decisions
However, Executive Order
on actions relating
to marketing orders.
12291 requires
the Secretary,
in making any decisions
that necesto consider factors such as the costs
sitate regulatory
action,
and benefits
of the regulations
to society and to submit the

3United

States

v. Rock Royal Cooperative,

(1939).
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Inc.,
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U.S.
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proposed action to OMB for review before the Secretary makes a
The Congress, dissatisfied
with OMB's review
final decision.
authority
under the executive order , prohibited
OMB from using
1984 funds to review agricultural
marketing orders or any activities or regulations
under the AMAA. The prohibition
was continued
in fiscal
year 1985.
OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY
The overall
objectives
of this review were to (1) assess the
benefits
and shortcomings of federal marketing orders and
(2) examine whether the three types of marketing tools (quantity,
quality,
and market support) fulfill
the congressional
goal of
creating
and maintaining
orderly market conditions.
Specifically,
we examined
--the use of quantity
impact on controlling

and quality
supplies

control
(ch. 2),

tools

and their

--the trend towards greater use of quality
control and market
support tools and their impact on increasing
demand (ch.
3), and
--the role of USDA in administering
orders (ch. 4).

and reviewing

marketing

Because marketing orders have been considered as a private,
low-federal-cost
marketing alternative
to high-cost
price- and
income-support
programs for major U.S. crops (e.g., wheat, corn,
and cotton),
our goal was to obtain a better understanding
of
federal marketing orders by going beyond the economic studies of
marketing orders conducted over the years.
Most of the existing
analyses focus on the issue of whether marketing orders have the
potential
to restrict
the supply of commodities controlled
by the
orders.
Although an important economic issue, the supply
restriction
issue only directly
applies to the marketing orders
that use quantity
controls
or use quality
controls
in a way that
restricts
supplies.
We examined whether all the marketing tools
available
to marketing order committees (quantity,
quality,
and
market support tools) fulfill
the congressional
goal of creating
and maintaining
orderly market conditions.
We reviewed numerous marketing order studies by government,
industry,
academic, consumer, and special interest
sources that
addressed marketing order controversies.
(See app. III for a list
of studies we reviewed.)
We held discussions
with and obtained
documentation
from (1) representatives
from federal marketing
order committees,
(2) growers, handlers,
and other industry
representatives,
(3) consumers, (4) academic researchers,
(5) California and Florida state officials,
and (6) several agencies within
USDA, including
the Agricultural
Marketing Service, Economic Research Service, Extension Service, and Office of General Counsel.
Discussions with USDA officials
were held primarily
at USDA
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headquarters
in Washington, D.C., and field offices
in Sacramento
and Los Angeles, California;
Portland,
Oregon; and Lakeland,
Florida.
We selected these field offices
because they are responsible for monitoring
the commodities chosen for detailed
review.
We also interviewed
OMB personnel
and obtained reports and public
hearing testimony prepared by the Department of Justice and the
Federal Trade Commission to obtain their respective
positions
on
controversial
marketing order issues.
Pricing,
production,
and
cost data were obtained from marketing order committee files,
USDA
Agricultural
Statistics
Yearbooks and Crop and Livestock Reports,
the Federal-State
Market News, and the Commerce and Labor
Departments.
We obtained quantitative
information
on the tools authorized
and used by all 47 fruit,
vegetable,
and specialty
crop marketing
orders.
We did not examine milk or tobacco marketing programs because they contain price-support
clauses and other characteristics
unique to those programs that we have evaluated in past and ongoing reviews.
We obtained detailed
information
on 9 of the 47 fruit,
vegetable, and specialty
crop marketing orders covering 11 commodities
to determine what marketing order tools these commodities used and
the results of their using these tools.
These nine marketing
orders gave us (1) a cross section of crops, ranging from those
that last only a short period after picking
(perishable)
to those
that can be stored for several years, (2) coverage of the quantity,
quality,
and market support tools available,
and (3) coverage of the different
types of commodities listed
in the act (i.e.,
citrus
fruit,
tree fruit,
fresh vegetables,
nuts, and hops).
The
11 commodities include celery,
lemons, peaches, pears, plums,
nectarines,
almonds, hops, spearmint oil, tart cherries,
and
walnuts and had an estimated value to the farmer of $1.24 billion
in 1984. We had federal/state
inspectors
examine rejected
nectarines
at five packinghouses to determine if salable fruit
was
being rejected
by marketing order grade, size, and maturity
Our results
only apply to nectarine
standards or other standards.
rejection
rates at the five packinghouses during the portion of
the season the test was given.
We examined the trends from the 1930's to the 1980's in the
use of the different
marketing tools.
We compared marketing order
committee expenditures
in 1971 and 1981 for the 11 commodities
listed
above plus Florida avocados to determine how much the
committees were spending for market support tools (research,
development, promotion,
and advertising),
to show how these costintensive
expenditures
compared with total marketing order expenWe prepared case studies showing how marketing order
ditures.
committees responsible
for eight commodities (peaches, pears,
plums, nectarines,
almonds, tart cherries,
lemons, and avocados)
proposed to use or made increased use of market support tools.
We
chose these eight because they reflect
the types of marketing
order activities
in this area and represent a cross section of
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approaches that meet with varying degrees of success.
We examined
avocados because
USDA marketing specialists
told us the Florida
avocado
industry was debating a move away from the general trend
of increased use of market support tools.
For most of our analyses we used data for the period 1971 to
We selected this period for comparison purposes because
data were most consistently
available
for all the commodities we
examined.
Data for 1982 and 1983 and for pre-1971 periods were
included when available.
1981.

To assess the adequacy of USDA’s marketing order activities,
we concentrated
on (1) communications
between USDA and the parties
affected by marketing orders and (2) the extent to which USDA has
clarified
marketing order goals and measured whether the goals are
We reviewed official
hearing records on lemon and
being met.
which were involved in the procedural
process
pecan proposals,
apricots,
which were
during our review, as well as California
We also reviewed USDA’s marketing
considered in the early 1960’s.
order operations
manual, public information
material,
and decision
papers
prepared on individual
marketing order proposals between
January 1982 and October
1983.
We made our review between May 1983 and June 1984, in accordance with generally
accepted government auditing
standards.

CHAPTER2
MARKETINGORDERQUANTITY AND QUALITY
CONTROLS: THEIR IMPACT ON SUPPLIES
A major controversy
surrounding marketing orders relates to
the fact that the quantity
and quality
controls
affect when or
whether supplies are placed on the market.
Critics
generally
believe that growers use some marketing order tools to restrict
supplies by limiting
the entry of new growers or by controlling
commodities entering
the marketplace and that such activities
can
raise consumer prices or result
in product waste.
To determine
the appropriateness
of these concerns to the marketing order commodities we examined, we analyzed each of the five quantity
and
three quality
controls
used and determined their impact on supplies.
We found that the impact of a particular
marketing order
on commodity supplies,
and therefore
indirectly
on prices as well,
depends on (1) the specific
types and combinations of controls
used, (2) the amount of the market covered by the marketing order,
and (3) the presence of competition
from substitute
products or
from other U.S. or foreign growers of the same commodity who do
not participate
in the marketing order.
Some marketing
order quantity
controls
can affect supplies by
limiting
the number of new growers or the disposition
of surplus
production.
Of the 9 marketing orders for the 11 commodities we
examined, only the hop order keeps new growers from entering
the
market, while the spearmint oil order limits
the entry of new
growers.
Only the marketing order for lemons typically
resulted
in supply restrictions
that led to significant
unused production.
For the other 10 commodities, competition
from additional
quantities of the same commodity not under marketing orders or from
substitute
products appears to be sufficient
to limit
the effects
of any supply restrictions.

Quantity and quality
controls
can affect supplies by diverting some products from the market.
Ten of the 11 commodities
but such diversions
can benefit both
examined do divert supplies,
from reproducers and consumers.
For example, both might benefit
serve pools, a quantity
control that can help even out the market
within or between growing seasons or be used to develop new markets.
Quality
controls
governing grade, size, and maturity
can
encourage
growers to improve their products and help assure consumers that products meet minimum standards.
The remainder of this chapter examines the impact on supplies
of each type of quantity
control and of each type of quality
control,
and then offers some general conclusions
on the behavior of
these controls
in relation
to supplies,
prices,
and competition.
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MARKETINGORDERQUANTITY CONTROLS
Marketing orders use five types of quantity
controls
to
the amount of a commodity that
determine the number of producers,
The types of quancan be marketed, and the timing of marketing.
tity controls
include allotments,
prorates,
reserve pools, market
Quantity controls
are
allocation
reserves,
and shipping holidays.
authorized
for 25 of the 47 federal marketing orders, but not all
controls
authorized
for a given commodity are used. For example,
quantity
controls
are authorized
for 7 of the 11 commodities we
examined, but only 4 of these commodities used quantity
controls
in crop year 1983.
We examined each of the five quantity
controls
individually
in order to understand better its potential
impact on
supplies and prices of specific
commodities and the relative
importance of competition
for each commodity.
Allotments
Allotments,
the first
type of quantity
control,
determine the
number of producers of a given commodity and the amount of that
Producer allotments
provide the
commodity that can be marketed.
strongest
regulatory
controls
because they restrict
total sales.
After analyzing
the expected demand for its product,
the marketing
order committee restricts
sales to a percentage of a grower's hisallotments
are the most effectorical
production.
Potentially,
tive way available
to producers to curtail
supplies and raise
prices.
As of February 1985, however, only 2 of the 47 marketing
programs that
orders--hops
and spearmint oil --were using allotment
barred or limited
new producers from entering
the market.
An
allotment
program for Florida celery is authorized,
but the
allotment
is so large that it has not been filled
by current
producers.
In effect,
the celery marketing order has not barred
any new producers from entry, and all requests for new allotments
A cranberry allotment
program is also
have been accepted.
authorized
but has never been instituted.
None of the allotment
programs specifies
how much of the commodity can be produced.
The committees control
the amount that
can be sold and require that all production
exceeding the allotted
Producers are paid for comamount be placed in a reserve pool.
This gives both the promodities in the pool when they are sold.
ducers and the committees additional
flexibility
in meeting demand
and adjusting
to changes in growing conditions.
The allotment
control has been criticized
because of its
ability
to bar the entry of new producers and because of its
potential
direct
impact on supplies and indirect
impact on
prices.
The following
two examples detail
how the two operating
allotment
programs, hops and spearmint oil, affect the entry of
new producers,
available
supplies,
and prices.

The hop marketing order
allotment
program
The hop marketing order does not allow for the entry of new
growers.
The hop marketing order committee considered a limited
entry provision
in 1982 but dropped the proposal when the industry
reduced the salable quantity
in 1984 due to a glutted world market.
entry provision
was considered again in
However, the limited
May 1985, adopted by the hop marketing order committee, and forwarded to the Secretary for consideration.
Questions regarding the hop allotment’s
impact on supplies
and prices must consider the unique nature of the hop industry.
Hops are a flavoring
ingredient
used in producing beer; they have
uses.
Flavor varies by variety
and
no significant
alternative
such climate characteristics
as soil type and humidity level.
In
addition,
about 90 percent of the hops are sold to breweries under
3-to-s-year
contracts
because brewers want continued supplies of
particular
hop varieties
to assure consistent
flavor.
Hop growers
gain because locking in customers and prices reduces their operating risks.
Price competition
is somewhat limited
by the long-term contracts and brewers’ preferences
for particular
varieties
of hops.
However, there are no curbs on the import and export of hops, and
some brewers have changed varieties
based on supply and price considerations.
The largest shift occurred during the 1979-80
season
when the European hop crop failed.
With an international
shortfall of hops, prices rose from about $1.50 to $5.25 per pound.
According to USDA’s headquarters marketing specialist
responsible
for hops, some breweries,
both in the United States and overseas,
which normally purchase only German hops because of their unique
flavor,
switched to U.S.-produced
hops after U.S. producers
expanded production
during the season.
He said that many U.S.
growers locked in 3-to-5-year
contracts
with breweries at $2 per
pound or more before the European crop recovered causing a global
oversupply situation
that depressed prices (as low as 20 cents per
pound on the spot markets in 1982).
According to USDA’s marketing specialist,
the fact that hop
prices rose sharply when U.S. production
increased and crashed
when production
was cut back shows that world market forces,
rather than the marketing order allotment
program, affect hop
prices.
Since the hop marketing order began in 1966, the hop
committee has annually authorized
the sale of more hops than estimated demand. Although the hop committee can withhold supplies to
the competition
provided by imports makes
below demand levels,
No curbs exist on the import or
such activities
impractical.
to use domestic or
export of hops, and many brewers are willing
foreign-produced
hops interchangeably.
If the hop committee
attempted to control
supplies by limiting
the amount marketed,
foreign suppliers
would offer hops to the U.S. growers’ customers
and potentially
gain control of a larger share of the market.
A
short-run
price rise for all suppliers
would likely
result,
but
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by U.S. hop growers and their market share would decrease,
as foreign growers' sales and market shares decreased in the
early 1980's.
As a result,
the U.S. hop committee always tries to
control
the volume in the market to slightly
more than is expected
to be purchased by brewers so the U.S. growers will not lose market share.
Other hop-producing
countries
seem to be following
the
same strategy.
just

The spearmint oil marketing
order allotment
program
The spearmint oil marketing
new growers.
However, unlike the
does allow for some entry of new
equal to one-half of 1 percent of
on the market (the allotment
base)
new growers.

order also restricts
the entry of
hop order, the spearmint order
growers each year.
An amount
the total amount of oil allowed
is made available
each year to

The spearmint oil marketing order has been in operation
since
1980. During the order's first
four seasons, 32 additional
growers entered the industry,
taking all of the available
additional
base. The additional
base was distributed
through a
lottery
system, with at least 100 parties
signing up for the
lottery
each year.
Since only eight additional
growers were
chosen each year, entry is still
restricted.
However, 20 percent
of the U.S. production
of spearmint oil is not covered by the
marketing order, and growers are free to enter the market outside
the order's jurisdiction.
If prices were substantially
increased,
new growers would enter the market outside the order.
However,
neither USDA nor the spearmint oil marketing order committee is
aware that this is occurring.
The spearmint oil marketing order has affected
supply.
When
the program started,
a large supply of spearmint oil was in storage, and grower prices were low. Supplies have been slowly reduced by decreasing the volume of production
authorized
to be sold
under the marketing order.
Also, since 1980 varying amounts of
production
(e.g.,
4 percent in 1982) have been placed in reserve
when the industry produced more oil than could be sold.
Spearmint
oil, which can be stored for many years, is primarily
used as a
flavoring
agent in chewing gum.
Prorates
The second type of quantity
control,
prorate,
is the most
controversial
type due to allegations
of waste and inefficiency.
Prorates limit
the quantity
of fresh produce a handler may ship
during a period of time, usually 1 week. Prorates have been used
mainly in the citrus
industry where fruit
may be stored on the
tree for a period up to 4 months without significant
quality
loss.
Prior to each crop year, the marketing order committees adopt a
marketing policy and a projected
shipping schedule that reflect
Each week during the seaanticipated
supply and demand factors.
son, the committees may recommend a maximum quantity
of fruit

that may be shipped by handlers,
usually for the following
week.
Decisions are based on analyses of market conditions
with a major
factor being the volume of unsold commodities in the marketplace.
The volume to be shipped is subsequently apportioned
to handlers
(i.e.,
prorated)
on the basis of each handler's
share of the total
volume available
for marketing.
Nine marketing orders are authorized
to use prorate,
but only
three-- California-Arizona
navel oranges, valencia oranges, and
lemons--have regulated weekly shipments over an entire season during the past few years.
Other marketing orders, such as Florida
limes and Florida
interior
grapefruit,
have used their prorate
authority
at times during the past decade, but only for limited
periods of time within a season. Of the 11 marketing order
commodities we examined, only the California-Arizona
lemons used
is
weekly prorate authority
during 1983.1 Prorate authority
authorized
for Florida celery but has never been used.
Opponents of
Opinion on the impact of prorates
is divided.
prorates have said that full-season
prorates create artificially
high prices in the primary (fresh) market and artificially
low
prices in secondary (processed) markets by diverting
greater
supporters of
supplies into the processed markets.
In contrast,
prorates state that the tool has succeeded in reducing price volaAccording to supporters of protility
in the domestic market.
rates, part of the problem stemming from excess production
stems
not from prorates,
but can be blamed on large orchard plantings
Although tax shelfor tax shelter and land speculation
purposes.
ter provisions
may have been intended to benefit
the growers, they
attracted
numerous investors who, while speculating
on increased
land values, developed orchards in order to take tax write-offs
of
the costs against nonfarm income. According to industry representatives,
these investors
did not usually become operators but sold
the orchards when they became ready for commercial production.
The effect on the citrus
industry has been long-term oversupply
The Tax Reform Act of 1976 (section 464 of
and low grower prices.
Public Law 94-455) required capitalization
of orchard development
costs, stopping the practice
of immediate write-offs
of development expenses against other ordinary
income.
The discussion
lemon prorates.

below provides

more detail

on the impact of

The lemon prorate
Demand for fresh lemons peaks during the lemonade and iced
peaks, during the
tea months of summer, while lemon production

'For a discussion
of the use of prorates by the navel orange marentitled
Analysis of Cerketing order, see our July 1981-report
tain Aspects of the California-Arizona
Navel Oranse Marketing
Order ICED-81-129).
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However, fresh lemons can be stored on the trees only up
winter.
to 4 months. This short storage period coinciding
with low demand
can result
in excess supplies that bring low prices.
The prorate is designed to deal with this situation.
The
California/Arizona
lemon marketing order is divided into three
production
districts
--northern
central California,
southern central California,
and southern California/northern
Arizona.
The
lemon marketing order committee uses weekly prorates to control
the maximum quantity
of lemons available
from the three districts
on the domestic fresh market (primary market) to avoid low prices.
The residual
lemon crop goes to the less profitable
lemon juice
market, is sold abroad, or is left unharvested on the trees.
The lemon prorate is not used to bring overall
production
in
line with demand. The lemon industry regularly
produces substanThe extially
more lemons than can be sold fresh to consumers.
cess ranged from 37 to 65 percent of the total annual lemon production between 1971 and 1981. In 1982, a typical
production
year
for lemons, about 45 percent of the crop was sold on the fresh
market, about 16 percent was left unharvested on the trees, and 39
percent was sold abroad or was processed into lemon juice.
Research on the lemon prorate's
market effect
is limited,
and
the results
are mixed.
A 1981 USDA task force (app. III,
no. 1)
noted that the order resulted
in excess resources being devoted to
lemon production
but added that to a limited
extent,
the order
served to smooth out product flow over a season. A 1975
interagency
task force report (app. III,
no. 9) found "price
evidence for
enhancing implications"
for lemons, but no specific
A 1981 USDA study did not find-any
this position
was provided.
price-enhancing
effects
for lemons.
(See app. III,
no. 31.)
The controversy
over the season-long lemon prorate has been
growing for years and came to a head in January 1984 when 3 weeks
of preliminary
public hearings were held to discuss 44 proposed
amendments. Many of the growers' and consumer groups' proposals
offered significant
changes such as (1) terminating
the entire
marketing order, (2) eliminating
the present prorate authority
and
promulgating
a new order for one of the three existing
districts
and size and grade stanfor research, development, promotion,
dards, and (3) terminating
the existing
order and promulgating
two
separate marketing orders that could result
in a more competitive
and efficient
industry.
As of May 1985, USDA had not reached a decision concerning
Both the Department of
the future of the lemon marketing order.
Justice and the Small Business Administration
filed comments on
The Department of Justice urged that the seasonthe proposals.
long prorate be disbanded because it results
in "reduced consumpof resources due to chronic
tion of fresh lemons, misallocation
overproduction,
reduced firm growth, and reduced price competiThe Small Business Administration
told USDA that prorate
tion."
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"perpetuates
the dominance of major marketing organizations"
and
that "virtually
no economic analysis has been done on the impact
of prorate on small entities
or to support the continued use of
prorate regulations."
Reserve pools

and market allocation

reserves

The third and fourth types of quantity
controls,
reserve
pools and market allocation
reserves,
both withhold a portion of
the crop in reserve for later use.
A reserve pool holds part of a
storable
crop off the market until prices and other market conditions improve.
Reserve pools can be used to supplement the supply
of commodities during subsequent crop shortfalls.
Market allocation reserves are similar
to reserve pools except that they divert
supplies from the traditional
domestic market and are used to
develop new markets and new products.
The reason for two types of
reserves is that growers of some commodities are seeking to avoid
gluts
and shortfalls,
while others are trying to build new markets
for rapidly
expanding production.
Six of the 47 marketing orders
are authorized
to issue reserve pools, and 5 are authorized
to
issue
market allocation
reserves.
Of the 11 marketing order commodities we examined, 3 used reserve pools and 2 used market
allocation
reserves during crop year 1983.
The hop, spearmint oil, and tart cherry marketing orders used
reserve pools during the period we reviewed.
The hop order provisions create a reserve pool when estimated production
exceeds
projected
demand. This happened in 10 of the 12 years from 1971
through 1982.
Most of the reserves were quite
small,
less than
1 percent
of the crop harvested.
The spearmint oil committee manager said that the spearmint oil order is patterned
after the hop
order and it created reserves in each of its first
3 years of
operation
(1980-82).
The reserve
amounts
were small in relation
Between 1971 and 1981, the tart cherry
to the existing
supply.
order created reserves in 3 years when bumper crops occurred.
Cherries placed in reserve were sold in subsequent short crop
years, keeping supplies more consistent.
The almond and walnut marketing orders use market allocation
reserves.
Such reserves are generally
created when expected supFrom 1971
plies exceed estimated demand by a significant
amount.
through 1983, the almond order had created one large reserve because
of a huge crop and three small reserves to develop a new
product,
almond butter.
The almond committee created its only
large reserve in the period when the expected supply for the 1981The
82 season exceeded the previous
year's sales by 40 percent.
reserve was set at 25 percent of the crop and was released within
According to the manager of the
the year in two increments.
Almond Board of California
(the almond marketing order committee),
The market
the reserve had a braking effect on falling
prices.
allocation
reserves created to build future demand for almond butter ranged from 2 to 3 percent of the 1978, 1982, and 1983 crops.
According to USDA's Sacramento field office
specialist,
the last
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three almond butter reserves were not large
an effect on supplies or prices.

enough to have much of

The walnut industry has routinely
used reserves in recent
to divert
excess production
to develop foreign markets as
the almond industry did in the 1950's and 1960’s.
One significant
difference
is that the U.S. almond industry did not have significant competition
when it first
entered foreign markets, and the
U.S. walnut industry must now deal with foreign competition
and
import tariffs.
In 198lethe
walnut marketing order created a market allocation
reserve that required handlers to sell 25 percent
of the walnuts in foreign markets at prices lower than domestic
with foreign suppliers
and world prices in order to be competitive
after tariffs
are added into the price.
U.S. walnut
handlers now
have an active foreign market where they regularly
supply customers.
years

The following
two examples dealing with tart cherries
and
almonds show in greater detail
how the reserve pool and market
work.
allocation
reserve systems
Use of reserve pools by the
tart cherry marketinq order
The tart cherry marketing order's major purpose is to even
wide variations
in supply and prices from one season to another through use of a reserve pool.
The marketing order covers
Tart cherabout 90 percent of total U.S. tart cherry production.
ries are highly susceptible
to weather conditions
that result
in
large variances among total annual harvests,
as seen in figure 1.

out
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Figure 1

Tart Cherry Production,

1950 to 1982
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The tart

cherry reserve pool provision
was implemented in
and 1980.
The 1975 reserve pool was probably the most
successful
for growers.
Nearly all the growers chose to pool some
of their cherries.
When the 1976 crop was small,
the entire
stored crop was sold to meet market demand, thereby covering part
of that year's shortfall.
1972,

1975,

Board (the marketing
In June 1982 the Cherry Administrative
order committee) estimated that the 1982 crop would be about 335
The
million
pounds, or 2-l/2
times greater than the 1981 crop.
Board estimated that total demand would be 235 million
pounds, or
about
l-1/2
times
greater than the prior year's demand. The Board
recommended to USDA that 275 million
pounds, 40 million
pounds
more than the Board's demand estimate,
be put on the market in
In addition,
the Board requested
1982 to allow for market growth.
that USDA approve placing any part of the crop over 275 million
pounds in a reserve pool to be made available
at a later date.
Two weeks into the 1982 summer harvest season, USDA told the
USDA's
Board that it would not approve the reserve pool request.
decision followed OMB's review of all proposed marketing order
According to
regulatory
decisions
under Executive Order 12291.
OMB's Administrator
for Information
and Regulatory Affairs,
the
action shall not be
executive order requires that "regulatory
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undertaken unless the potential
benefits
to society . . . outweigh
the potential
costs to society.”
OMB review officials
told us
that their office
is concerned with any provisions
that result
in
season-long supply restrictions
because of their belief
that such
restrictions
result in efficiency
losses and higher prices to the
consumer.
In its July 1982 letter,
OMB recommended that USDA disapprove
use of the reserve by the tart cherry marketing order committee
and stated that
“A regulation
that induces growers to abandon part of
their crop in the field
is certainly
at odds with both
Executive Order 12291 [on reducing federal regulation]
and the Department’s Marketing Order Guidelines.”

Although we agree it is theoretically
possible that some producers
may have chosen not to harvest their crops and participate
in the
pool because of concerns that there would not be a market for the
pooled cherries,
it is by no means certain that the reserve pool
alone would have been responsible
for abandonment, since high interest rates, expected low prices,
and other financial
conditions
affect a decision to harvest or abandon a crop.
According to
USDA’s 1981 marketing order task force, a tart cherry reserve pool
could lead to some crop abandonment, but low prices in the absence
of a reserve pool could lead to greater crop abandonment.
In April 1984 a Michigan State University
professor of agricultural
economics, who has studied the tart cherry industry
for
lost $13 million
18 years, estimated that the tart cherry industry
to $15 million
as a result of OMB’s not allowing the reserve
pool--$10 million
lost due to depressed grower revenues and
$3 million
to $5 million
lost in building
long-run markets.
After
the productive
1982 year, 1983 was a short crop year, but no reserve was available
to help average out supplies or prices.
The
professor
told us that he agrees with OMB and a USDA study that
found that tart cherry prices increase when a reserve pool is put
into effect.
According to the professor’s
calculations,
frozen
cherries would have sold for 44g a pound if the reserve had been
implemented in 1982 versus 39$ a pound without the reserve.
However, the professor
said that OMB considered only the first-year
effects
and not the effects of the short crop in the second year.
His 2-year analysis of averaged 1982 and 1983 crop year data shows
that although frozen cherry prices averaged almost the same
without the reserve as they would have had a reserve been implemented (55 vs 56+ a pound), the range in prices for frozen cherries was 3 percent greater without the reserve.
Although the federal government declined to use the marketing
order to establish
a reserve, after supply and price variability
depressed demand and the cherry industry
suffered lost revenues,
USDA helped the industry by purchasing 28 million
pounds of cherries in 1982 for use in the school lunch program; 20 million
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pounds were ordered prior to the harvest and 8 million
after
harvest at a total commodity cost of almost $12 million.

the

The Cherry Administrative
Board believes that some benefits
resulted
from the experience in that industry-wide
discussions
on
how to make better use of pooled cherries had occurred.
For example, such things as using a two-tier
pricing
system
to make
cherries
competitive
in foreign markets, allowing greater price
flexibility
on cherries sold for new uses, and developing a new
generation
of tart cherry consumers through sales to schools have
gained greater support since the 1982 reserve pool controversy
as
industry members began to realize
short-term
sacrifices
may be
needed to increase long-term profitability.
Use of market allocation
by the almond marketing

reserves
order

Under the almond marketing order, the industry
used market
allocation
reserves in the 1950’s and 1960's
to establish
a twotier pricing
system.
In order to develop foreign markets, the
export price for almonds was set lower than the price for domestic
markets,
According to the Director,
Reserve Market Research
Programs,
California
Almond Growers Exchange (CAGE), a cooperative
of 5,500
producers that accounts for over 50 percent of production,
the
program allowed the industry
to grow because it allowed development of foreign markets.
He said this could not have been done
without the marketing order because individual
producers were
reluctant
to sell in a lower price market.
The marketing order
process helps develop a new market by spreading the cost of market
development among all producers.
The manager of the Almond Board of California
told us that
the industry
began the two-tier
price system in the mid-1950’s.
By the mid-1960’s,
the domestic and export price differential
dropped to within a few cents per pound (see fig. 2) and since
1972,
with market outlets
rapidly
expanding, the almond industry
rarely issued the market allocation
reserve.
The market for
almonds
had matured and become a world market.
Exports jumped
from about 68 million
pounds in 1970 to 224 million
pounds, or 60
percent of total production,
in 1979.
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The almond market allocation
reserve program insured U.S.
consumers against shortages and resulting
high prices by an inventory that averaged 24 percent of production
during the period 1970
to 1981. In 1978, total sales exceeded production
by almost 40
million
pounds with the balance being made up from the inventory.
Prospects for a record-breaking
crop in 1981, coupled with
increased European competition
from a record foreign crop and the
increased strength of the U.S. dollar,
resulted
in the Almond
Board's recommending to the Secretary of Agriculture
a 25-percent
reserve requirement
for the 1981-82 season. USDA approved the reserve, but it was short-lived.
The market demand for almonds exceeded expectations,
and prices fell less than expected.
When
final production
totaled less than had been estimated,
the entire
reserve was released and sold.
Shipping

holidays

Shipping holidays prohibit
commercial shipping during periods
following
certain
calendar holidays,
usually for 3 to 7 days after
Thanksgiving
and Christmas when demand is historically
low.
According to USDA's Lakeland, Florida,
field office
marketing
specialists,
shipping holidays are useful because they allow
employees a few days of vacation without giving the plants that
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stay open an advantage and give a break in the marketing cycle
that allows the market to "clean out any old, tired fruit."
Ten
of the 47 marketing orders are authorized
to use shipping holidays.
Four-- Florida citrus
fruit,
Southeastern California
grapes,
South Texas onions, and South Texas lettuce--used
the authority
during the 1983 crop year.
Studies by USDA (1981)
and the Florida
Department of Citrus (1980) have found that the data are not sufficient
to prove whether shipp'ing holidays are used to materially
restrict
seasonal supplies or result
in higher consumer prices.
Because existing
data are insufficient
to prove causality
and the
trend has been toward shorter shipping holidays,
it is doubtful
that a relationship
will be found in the future.
MARKETINGORDERQUALITY CONTROLS
In addition
to using the five types of quantity
controls,
marketing orders can use three types of quality
controls
to set
standards for size, maturity
and grade.
Of the 47 marketing
Quality
orders, 44 include authority
to regulate such standards.
standards were used during the 1983 crop year for 8 of the 11
commodities we examined:
lemons, peaches, pears, plums,
We examined each of the
nectarines,
almonds, hops, and walnuts.
three quality
controls
individually
in order to understand better
its impacts on supplies and prices of specific
commodities and the
relative
importance of competition
for each commodity.
We also examined the quality
standards used for each of the
eight commodities from 1971 to 1981 to determine how the standards
had changed and what effect those changes had on the marketing of
Some quality
standards remained consistent
during
each commodity.
In
other
cases
new
standards
were
developed,
and
some
the period.
were dropped.
For the eight commodities we examined, we did not
find evidence that quality
standards were being used to control
supplies in an attempt to influence
price.
Size standards
Size standards,
the first
type of quality
minimum physical dimensions for the commodities.
potentially
could be used as quantity
controls
dards to remove greater quantities
during large
lowering standards to remove lesser quantities
years.
Of the 40 orders authorized
to use size
them in crop year 1983.

control,
establish
Size standards
by raising
stancrop years and
during small crop
standards,
37 used

Of the 11 marketing order commodities that we examined, 5
Use of size standards by th.e California
used a size standard.
and the
tree fruit
(peaches, pears, plums, and nectarines)
California-Arizona
lemon industries
is discussed below.

California

tree

fruit

Fruit size is a result of the amount of time spent growing on
the tree, growing conditions,
and the variety
involved.
Generat
maturity
early
season
varieties
are
smaller,
and
later
ally,
The marketing order committees exseason varieties
are larger.
amine the shipment records for each variety
and establish
minimum
size standards depending on the time of the season. The practice
results
in larger
minimum
sizes of fruit
as the season progresses.
records showed few changes in
The marketing order committees'
the size standards for California
tree fruit
from 1973 to 1978.
According to the records, the changes that were made removed the
demand. For example, the
smaller sizes that had very low consumer
minimum sizes for peaches, plums, and nectarines
were increased in
1978,
a small crop year.
Such behavior illustrates
that size
standards have not been used to control supplies in an attempt to
influence
price.
If such controls were used, one would expect
more restrictive
standards in large crop years and less restrictive standards during small crop years.
The nectarine
committee increased the minimum size from l-3/4
inch in diameter.
inch to l-7/8
By increasing
the minimum size,
the committee removed fruit
that was not in demand and prevented
growers from marketing fruit
before it gained size.
Figure 3
illustrates
this point over the time period 1975-82.
Nectarines
in 1976, and size 118
of size 1262 and smaller were discontinued
was discontinued
in 1978.
The size 126 and 130 nectarines
are
very small, about l-3/4 inch in diameter,
and had very little
or
no marketability.
As the figure shows, most of the crop shipped
in 1975 through 1982 was in sizes 50, 60, and 70, while 112‘and
smaller
(108 and smaller
for 1978-82)
accounted for less than 1
percent of the shipments.
We found similar
patterns
for the other
tree fruits
with few changes in size standards and small volume
impact.

2The size represents
25-pound box.

the number of pieces

of fruit

in a standard

Figure
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Agreement.

Lemons
The lemon committee has not used quality
standards to control
During 1971-81,
quantity
controls
had caused as much as
supplies.
65 percent of a crop to be withheld
from the domestic fresh
market, while minimum size standards had caused only 3 percent to
be withheld.
Maturity

standards

Maturity
standards,
the second type
primarily
to tree fruit
and dictate
the
storable
commodities--almonds,
walnuts,
ripe
cherries-- are harvested in a fully
maturity
standards do not apply to them.
are independent of the marketing order.
maturity
standard for their lemons.

of quality
control,
apply
The
required ripeness.
spearmint oil, and tart
As a consequence,
stage.
Lemon maturity
standards
Only cooperatives
use a

Research has been done to determine scientifically
when tree
Because fruit
that is too green
fruits
will ripen after picking.
(too immature) or too ripe will not satisfy
consumers, maturity
standards allow fruit
to be picked firm enough to be shipped but
ripe enough to satisfy
consumer taste.
According to the manager
of the California
Tree Fruit Agreement (CTFA), which oversees the
California
pear, peach, plum, and nectarine marketing orders,
fruit

maturity

is

the

most

important

aspect

to

wants tasty, ripe fruit.
Of the 11 commodities
only the four tree fruits
have maturity
detail,
four had maturity
standards in crop year 1983.

the

consumer

who

we examined in
All
standards.

Maturity
standards control market timing, not market value.
is availThus, although these standards determine how much fruit
they were not changed from
able at any particular
time, generally
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season to season when available
supplies varied.
Therefore,
did not appear to be used to control supplies in an attempt
fluence price.

they
to in-

Before 1980, the basic standard followed for peaches, pears,
plums, and nectarines
was the U.S. number 1 mature fruit
standard,
which was supposed to measure minimum ripeness for shipment while
ensuring ripeness when the commodity reaches the consumer, However, according to the CTFA manager, consumers were dissatisfied
with U.S. number 1 fruit,
particularly
peaches that would often
not ripen.
Concerned that immature fruit
was hurting sales, the
marketing order committees, in combination with research done with
the California
Federal/State
Inspection
Service, which makes inspections of fruit
quality,
implemented a "more mature"
fruit
standard in 1980.
Our examination of the maturity
standards for
tree fruits
from 1973 to 1982 showed that maturity
standards
changed little
before the "more mature" standard was developed in
1980.
Grade standards
Grade, the third quality
standard, refers to the physical
features and wholesomeness of a commodity.
Color, shape,
scarring,
insect damage, rot, foreign material,
and blemishes are
Of the 11 commodities we
some of the factors affecting
grade.
examined, 8 used grade standards:
almonds, walnuts, hops,
peaches, pears, plums, nectarines,
and tart cherries.
We noted
minor changes in grade standards for four of the commodities-peaches, pears, nectarines,
and plums--over
the 1973 to 1981
period.
The first
type of grade standards relates to wholesomeness or
Almonds, walnuts, and hops are examples of commodicleanliness.
ties for which such standards are used. The standards used are
the same as or closely parallel
the USDA standards for insect damand foreign material.
The second type of standards
age, rot,
addresses appearance.
Peaches, pears, plums, nectarines,
and tart
cherries
fit in this group.
Lemon and spearmint oil marketing
The Florida celery marketing
orders do not have grade standards.
order has authority
to set a grade standard, but the marketing
order committee does not use its authority.
impact on available
supplies of almonds,
The grade standards'
Applying the hop
hops I and walnuts during 1971-81 was minor.
standards caused about 1 percent of the hops to be withheld
from
the market, while the almond and walnut standards caused up to
6 percent of the quantities
harvested to be withheld from the
market for lack of wholesomeness.
Tree fruit
grade and size regulations
have stabilized
since
CTFA's manager wrote in the 1982 annual report that
about 1970.
the marketing order committees used grade and
before the 1970's,
size standards as indirect
quantity
controls
to fit seasonal crop
variations.
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Application
of size,
and grade standards

maturity,

In addition
to reviewing the standards for size, maturity,
and grade, we tested the application
of these standards to one
commodity, nectarines,
to determine if salable fruit
was being
rejected by marketing order or other standards.
We selected nectarines because they were typical
of commodities using all three
of these standards.
We had federal/state
inspectors
examine nectarines that were rejected and removed from commercial channels by
five California
central valley packer/shippers
during mid-July
1983 to determine if wholesome fruit
was being rejected and what
standards caused the fruit
to be rejected.
Our results only apply
to nectarine
rejection
rates at the five packinghouses during the
portion of the season the test was given.
From least to most
strict,
the standards applied to nectarines
in the production
area
covered by the marketing order are:
(1) state
standards that
remove unwholesome fruit,
(2) U.S. number 1 grade standards that
remove unwholesome and blemished fruit,
(3) marketing order standards that remove small sizes and green fruit
in addition
to unwholesome and blemished fruit,
and (4) packer/shipper
standards
that cater to gourmet markets.
The inspectors
examined a total of 24,000 rejected
nectarines
during the period July 19-23, 1983. As shown in figure 4, about
45 percent had been rejected
based on state standards because the
nectarines
either were soft or decayed, had split pits, or were
The rejected
nectarines
would not satisfy
otherwise unshippable.
a supermarket shopper, according to the inspectors
and food broApplication
of the U.S. number 1 standard
kers we interviewed.
removed an additional
47 percent of the rejected
fruit
because the
fruit
was odd shaped or scarred or had been mechanically
damaged
This U.S. number 1 standard
by picking or packing equipment.
would be used by interstate
shippers in the absence of the marThe marketing order standards removed an
keting order standards.
additional
4 percent of the fruit
because the fruit
was either
The final 4 percent of the rejected
undersized or less mature.
fruit
met the marketing order's existing
maturity,
size, and grade
standards but had been rejected by the packer/shippers
for unknown
reasons (probably a combination of packer/shipper
standards and
the standards other than the marketing
human error).
Therefore,
order standards were responsible
for rejection
of all but about
making the marketing order standards
4 percent of the nectarines,
only a minor factor in keeping nectarine
supplies off the market
during the test period.
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Figure
Test of Rejected
July

19-23,

4
Nectarines
1983
Number

Rejection due to California
standards
Additional

rejections
order

Packer/shipper
human error

10,872

45

11,172

47

1,072

4

m.- 884
24.000

4

due to:

U.S. number 1 standard
Marketing

Percent

standards
standards

or

Total

u

The packer/shippers
we visited
told us that the nectarine
rejection
rates varied from 10 to 30 percent of the total amount
of fruit
delivered
by growers during the test period.
They said
that they do not ship scarred fruit
because consumers reject fruit
with cosmetic defects,
and it is less expensive to reject this
fruit
at the packing plant.
The rejected
fruit
is either dumped or marketed in noncompeting market outlets.
The noncompeting outlets
include
state-certified
farmers’ markets, drying,
animal feed, and charitable donations.
For example, one packer/shipper
told us that he
sells 10 percent at farmers’ markets and that the remainder is
dryed, dumped, used for feed, or given to charitable
organizations
willing
to pick up and transport
the rejected
fruit.
According to
several packer/shippers
we interviewed,
more fruit
would be
donated, but distance,
the lack of well-organized
charitable
groups to pick up, transport,
and deliver
the donated fruit,
and
other reasons limit
the quantity
donated.
We asked all of the packer/shippers
we visited
about donating
unneeded commodities to charities.
They indicated
that donations
are regularly
made on a case-by-case basis.
According to some, a
larger volume of donations is possible,
but donations are hampered
by the lack of adequate demand and the distance from large metropolitan
centers.
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Quality
standards with a non-marketing
order commodity--California
apricots
The California
apricot
industry does not operate under a
federal marketing order.
Although some elements of the industry
proposed a federal marketing order for grade, size, and maturity
in the 1960's, the proposal was unsuccessful
because many growers
were concerned about paying the administrative
costs and benefiting
nonparticipants
in the production
area (free riders).
Apricots are grown and sold under existing
California
and
A federal supervisor
in the Federal/
federal
(USDA) standards.
State Inspection
Service told us that these standards are not very
strict
when compared with the federal marketing order standards
for nectarines.
Although both fresh apricot and nectarine
standards appear very similar
in regard to defects and bruises,
the
nectarine
standards do not allow soft or bruised fruit
to be
can be soft or
shipped, while 10 percent of fresh apricots
bruised.
These conditions
tion.
The production
dition
that contrasts
controls.

could contribute
to consumer dissatisfacand sale of apricots
is declining,
a conthat use quality
with that of other fruits

QUANTITY AND QUALITY CONTROLS'
IMPACT ON SUPPLIES
The controversy
surrounding
marketing orders has centered on
the potential
impact of quantity
and quality
controls
on supplies,
and thus indirectly
on prices.
For the commodities we examined,
we are able to ascertain
the impact of the quantity
and quality
controls
on (1) the volume of unsold commodities and (2) the
amount of each commodity withheld from the market that can be
attributed
to marketing orders.
Figure 5 summarizes the estimated percentage of production
withheld
from the market by the operation
of marketing order quantity and quality
controls.
Included in the volume on which the
percentages are based are amounts sold in foreign markets as well
as the amounts diverted
to processing and waste.
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Figure
Production

Withheld

5

From the Fresh

Quantity
control
Amount
Disposition

Commodl ty

(percent

Market--1971

to 1981

Quality
control
Amount Disposition

>

(percent)

Perishable
Fla, celery
Calif.
nectarines

0
a

a
4b

Calif.
Calif.
Calif.

a
a
a

b
b
b

peaches
pears
plums

Dumped or used
In noncompeting
markets

Semi -8 torable
Calif./Ariz.
lemons

37-65

Left on tree
Used in processing or exported

3

Dumped or used
in processing

O-25

Sold

later

6c

1

Sold

later

1

Processing
and
feed mulch
Used as mulch

4

Sold

later

a

Sold

later

Storable
Calif.

almonds

bps
Spearmint
Tart

oil

o-22

cherries

Calif.

N/A:

walnuts

not

20-33

N/AC

Sold in export
Used in processing
and feed markets

1

Used in feed
markets

available

aNo controls

authorized.

bData are not typically
collected
by CTFA committees
on quality
control
impacts on supply.
4% for nectarines
Is based on GAO’s test of rejected
nectarines.
CTFA committee officials
expect similar
results
would be found
for peaches, pears, or plums.
CTart cherry quality
standards
apply only to commodities
placed
Almond quality
standards
apply to almonds received
by handlers
as well as almonds placed in reserve.
Source:

GAO calculations

using

data

from the marketing
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order

in reserve.
from producers
committees.

The only order we examined where application
of a quantity
control
resulted
in unused production
was the lemon marketing
order.
Only the lemon order resulted
in significant
amounts being
left unharvested on the tree, reflecting
significant
unused production capacity.
Both the tart cherry reserve, which was implemented three times, and the almond reserve, which was implemented
once, were released later on the domestic market.
For walnuts,
the significant
quantities
withheld through quantity
control were
sold in export or processed markets.
For the commodities we examined, quality
controls
kept only
small amounts off the market (6 percent or less).
The quality
controls were not altered when the crop sizes changed from year
to year.
This suggests that quality
controls were not being used
to restrict
supplies in years having large crops.
Criticism
of marketing orders has centered on the issue of
crops, such as lemons, being left unharvested on the tree or being
used for nonhuman consumption.
Although this criticism
has some
merit, we noted that commodities in non-marketing
order industries
This helps to illustrate
that
also are subject to overproduction.
the issue of waste has connotations
broader than marketing orders
and can be viewed in the broader context of the basic nature of
agricultural
production.
To compare how surpluses of a non-marketing
order commodity
were handled, we examined wine grapes, the product of one of the
largest fruit
industries
in California
not covered by marketing
orders.
We found that the amount of wine grapes wasted in 1982
(400,000 tons) was similar
to the amount of lemons (274,455 tons)
left unharvested on the trees in 1982.
According to the President,
California
Association
of Winewine grape industry experigrape Growers, in 1982 the California
enced very favorable growing conditions
resulting
in a large grape
wine sales in the United
At the same time, California
crop.
States were not increasing
because of price competition
from imported European wines.
The result was more grapes than wineries
were willing
to buy. The wine makers had large inventories
of
wine because wineries were forecasting
about a S-percent-per-year
sales growth that did not occur in 1982.
The portion of the grapes not needed for wine was not diInstead,
verted to make juice as occurs in the lemon industry.
The President,
the grapes were left on the vines to rot.
California
Association
of Winegrape Growers, said the total
amounted to about 400,000 tons (about 14 percent) out of a
2.9.million-ton
crop in 1982.
Because wine producers contract
for a grower's grape crop by
the acre, they do not know the exact quantity
of grapes they will
The contracts
are written
receive until
the grapes are harvested.
to give the winery the option to set delivery
dates for grapes.
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According to the President,
California
Association
of Winegrape
Growers, this option works well in most circumstances.
However,
in 1982, the wineries used the contract delivery
dates to avoid
taking
grapes they did not want. The wineries did this by delaying delivery
of grapes until after the fall rains began. This
permitted
the wineries to refuse the grapes because of rot.
In the case of the 400,000 tons of grapes whose delivery
was
until
they began to rot (14 percent) and of the 23 percent
of the lemon crop that was left on the trees, the commodity's production exceeded demand. However, in the critics'
view, the lemon
marketing order caused the waste, while the grape industry was a
victim of the weather conditions.

delayed

QUANTITY AND QUALITY CONTROLS' IMPACT
COMPETITION AND COMMODITYPRICES

ON

Competitive
factors in the marketplace help determine the
price of a commodity because
competition
brings prices down to the
Except for the lemon marketing order,
lowest practical
level.
which controls
about
99 percent
of lemon supplies,
essentially
all
the marketing order commodities have competition
from commodities
grown in areas not covered under marketing orders, other marketing
order commodities,
imports, or substitute
commodities.
a marketing
order does not cover all the
In most cases,
An example is the California
domestic production
of a commodity.
peach marketing order, which covered about 36 percent of the total
Other peach production
areas, some
U.S. peach production
in 1981.
covered and some not covered by marketing orders, are significant
sources of peaches and compete in the domestic market with the
California
marketing order peach. The same is true for other
Competition
comes not only from non-marketing
order
commodities.
For
but also from substitutes
for most commodities.
products,
example, for many purposes consumers can choose to substitute
a
nectarine,
plum, or pear for a peach.

The range
several things
the availability
substitutes,

suppliers
marketing

of sources
for a commodity and its substitutes
does
It ensures
for the marketplace and the consumer.
of (1) a wide selection
of the commodity and its
and (3) competition
among
(2) an adequate supply,
The competitive
situation
for the
on price and quality.
order commodities we examined is summarized in figure 6.
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Figure 6
Competition
in Commodity Markets
Marketing order's percent
of the domestic market
Including
Excluding
Marketing order
Substitutesa
substitutes
substitutes.California/Arizona
lemons limes
99
96
California
peaches
nectarines
36
31
pears
plums
California
pears
nectarines
31
31
peaches
plums
California
plums
nectarines
90
31
peaches
pears
California
nectarines
12
peaches
98c
pears
plums
Florida celery
none
27
27
99
21
California
almondsb
walnuts
Brazil nuts
filberts
pecans
cashews
imported hops
66
66
Domestic hopsb
82
Far West spearmint oil
peppermint oil
28
California
walnutsb
27
almonds
99
filberts
pecans
Brazil nuts
cashews
90
apple slices
38
Tart cherries
blueberries
peach slices
aThis list of substitutes
a consumer might consider does not
but includes actual substitutes
exhaust all possibilities,
considered by the marketing order committees.
bAlmonds, hops, and walnuts are sold in an internationally
competitive
market.
CNectarines are a relatively
new commodity, and California
is the
Production
had begun in several other states
dominant producer.
and amounted to slightly
less than 2 percent of total production
in 1982.
Source:
GAO calculations
using data from the marketing order
committees and USDA Agricultural
Statistics
yearbooks.
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The nine marketing order committees (California
peaches,
pears, and plums are covered under one marketing order) took into
account
the production
of the same and substitute
commodities from
other U.S. producing areas as well as foreign areas when estimating demand for the commodity.
Of the 11 commodities, only lemons
Some lemons are imhave limited
competition
in the marketplace.
and
therefore
the competition
ported, but the quantity
is small,
is weak. Limes, while offered as a substitute
for lemons, have
are higher priced for most of
one-twentieth
the lemon production,
the year, and therefore
do not act as strong substitutes.
In brief,
price is generally
a competitive
factor along with
grade, size, and other product attributes
considered when buyers
Prices are set largely by supply and
weigh purchase decisions.
demand in markets that, with the exception of lemons, are reasonably competitive.
Competition
acts as a check on marketing order
supply controls,
because
competitors
can take over any market
niches that are left unfilled.
CONCLUSIONS
Marketing orders can affect the quantity
and/or quality
of
10
of
the
11
commodities
we
Marketing
orders
for
supplies.
examined affected
supplies through limiting
the number of new
growers, limiting
the disposition
of surplus production,
or
Such activities,
diverting
some products
from the market.
harmful to
although restrictive
by nature, are not necessarily
Some quantity
and quality
controls
can
consumer interests.
benefit
both producers and consumers.
For the marketing orders we examined, only the lemon prorate
The other 10 marketing
resulted
in significant
unused production.
although
they
can
and
have
diverted
some suporder committees,
plies,
cannot effectively
control prices because
competition
exists in domestic and world markets thereby minimizing
the
effects
of order-imposed
restrictions.
Two marketing orders that use allotments--hops
and spearmint
oil-- restrict
the entry of new growers, although the spearmint oil
order allows for limited
new grower entry.
An example of a quantity
control that can benefit
both proThis
control
tool helps
ducers and consumers is the reserve pool.
to minimize gluts and shortfalls
in the market and helps to deFor example, amounts put in reserve under the
velop new markets.
almond marketing order have kept supplies at a more consistent
level than would have occurred in the order's absence, helped open
up foreign markets, and helped build demand for new products.
Attempts by the tart cherry industry
to obtain such benefits
were
OMB's recommendation, did
hampered in 1981 when USDA, following
Some benefits
have resulted
not approve a reserve pool request.
from the experience as tart cherry industry officials
have begun
to examine alternate
ways to expand demand for their product.
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Quality controls
governing grade, size, and maturity,
which
ensure uniform quality
over time regardless of crop size and
(2) prohibit
shipments only of clearly
unsatisfactory
products,
contribute
to an economically
efficient
marketplace.
When uniform
quality
standards are applied,
marketing costs should be lower,
fewer shipments should be rejected,
and less marketing-channel
spoilage and waste should occur.
On the other hand, if quality
standards divert wholesome commodities that could be marketed to
willing
consumers, they would act contrary to consumers'
interests.
However, for the 11 commodities we examined, we found
that little
basis exists to conclude that handlers'
quality
standards are used to control supplies because quality
controls
were not changed when crop sizes changed from year to year.
Such
behavior would be expected if such controls were being used to
restrict
marketing in years having large crops.
(1)

AGENCYCOMMENTS
AND OUR EVALUATION
In response to our draft report,
USDA's Acting Assistant
Secretary for Marketing and Inspection
Services wrote on June 11,
that our report represents a positive
assess1985 (see app. VI),
ment endorsing the use of marketing orders by growers and handlers
to solve today's marketing problems.
She stated that USDA supports the concept of marketing orders as long as the programs are
consistent
with statutory
requirements
and USDA guidelines
but
that its position
is transcended by the administration's
strongly
held belief
that all Americans would benefit most by a significantly reduced level of government interference
in their busiThe letter
stated that this belief
is the
nesses and lives.
foundation
of farm programs generally,
adding that USDA's goal is
to develop and implement policies
in the public interest
but that
it does not seek to encourage the development of additional
government programs.
We do not endorse the use of all marketing order tools to
solve today's marketing problems.
We point out that marketing
orders encourage the private
sector to make marketing decisions at
minimum government expense and involvement.
In contrast
to
high-cost
price- and income-support
programs for major U.S. crops
such as wheat, corn, and cotton, marketing orders offer a reduced
level of government intervention
in private business decisions.
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CHAPTER3
THE EMERGINGTREND IN THE USE OF MARKETINGORDERS
Marketing orders of the 1980’s are very different
from the
simple supply control mechanisms of the 1930’s and 1940’s.
Industry groups of the 1980’s propose marketing orders for the same
basic reason as in the 1930’s.
Marketing orders still
allow growers and handlers of a commodity to work out compatible solutions
to general industry problems that they lack the incentive
or capability
to do individually.
The difference
is that instead of
joining
forces with a primary goal of impacting supplies,
contemporary marketing industries,
reflecting
legislative
modifications,
work together to research the market, improve crop varieties,
or
promote the products.
Thirty-seven
of the 47 marketing orders have research and
development or promotion and advertising
authority,
and 8 of the
11 commodities
we examined used a mix of research, development,
promotion,
and advertising
tools under marketing orders in 1983.
When used in conjunction
with quality
controls
that keep only
unsalable products off the market, such tools can work in the
interests
of the industries
and the consumers because
quality
products and accurate product information
improve a market's
operation.
However, the process of transforming
traditional
production-oriented
industries
to contemporary marketing
industries
takes time and usually requires extensive research on
consumer needs, consumer
tastes, and product development.
Industries
that emphasize marketing tools have experienced varying
degrees of success.
LEGISLATIVE CHANGESADDEDDEMAND-ENHANCING
TOOLS
Over the years, amendments to the AMAA strengthened
quality
In 1947, Pubcontrols
and added additional
market support tools.
lic Law 80-305 expressed congressional
intent that USDA allow the
use of minimum
standards for grade, size, and maturity.
Other
amendments authorized
marketing orders to
--establish
container

marketing
standards

research and development projects
and
(added by Public Law 83-690 in 1954);

--provide
for marketing promotion,
for specified
commodities (first
Law 87-703 in 1962);
and
--establish
91-292

in

production

research

including
paid advertising
commodity added by Public

projects

(added

by

Public

Law

1970).

Interest
in marketing orders that focus on enhancing demand
has grown during the past few years.
Between January 1978 and
February 1985, representatives
of 22 fruit,
vegetable,
or
specialty
crop commodity groups expressed interest
in obtaining
(See app. IV.)
Only proposals by the
federal marketing orders.
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spearmint and peppermint
provisions.

oil

industries

contained

quantity

control

STATE MARKETINGPROGRAMS
ALSO
EMPHASJZEDEMAND-ENHANCING
TOOLS
The federal marketing order emphasis on enhancing demand is
paralleled
by similar
state programs that also emphasize market
For example, California,
which stopped using quantity
support.
controls
for its fruit,
vegetable,
and specialty
crop programs in
the 1970's, has 26 marketing order or check-off
programs in place
that assess individual
industry members for advertising,
promotion, or research and development functions.
California
state marketing specialists
told us that most commodity groups that have chosen to pursue California
market support
programs did so because the state is more receptive
to such market
support tools.
USDA and California
state marketing specialists
also said that other commodity groups have chosen to obtain state
marketing programs to avoid going through the federal legislative
process.
For example, because the AMAA authorizes
advertising
only for specified
commodities, each time a marketing order committee wanted to add advertising
as an authorized
activity,
the
act has been amended.'
They added that state programs are generally less controversial
because most are voluntary
or have refund
provisions.
In voluntary
programs only those growers or handlers
In prowho sign up for the program share in the operating
costs.
grams with refund provisions,
all growers in an area covered can
receive a refund at the end of the year.
CHANGESIN PUBLTC ATTJTUDES AND
THE TMPACTON MARKETI'NGORDERS
Tn the early 1970's, consumers began to question whether marketing orders properly
considered their interests.
The concerns
grew out of the consumer movement that spread during the 1960'8
for strengthened
consumer "rights"
and into the 1970's, calling
and power in relation
to sellers.
Some marketing order committees have recognized the opportuagainst
nity to address new consumer concerns, such as protection
questionable
products and marketing practices,
through providing
more information
and education.
For example, the California
Tree

'The question of allowing
all the commodities listed
in the AMAA
to be eligible
for advertising
authority
was discussed during
hearings in 1965 and 1970 before the House Agriculture
Committee's Subcommittee on Domestic Marketing and Consumer Relations,
but no action was taken.
At the 1965 hearing the Director
of
AMS' Fruit and Vegetable Division
said that USDA would not object
to such an amendment but recommended that the existing
policy
continue in order to avoid potential
controversy.
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Fruit Agreement committees (for plums, pears, peaches, and nectarines) have expanded their industries
by using quality
standards
and by emphasizing consumer education in their advertising
and
promotion campaigns.
According to a market research director
who
has worked in the almond industry
for over 50 years, the Almond
Board of California
has turned a troubled
industry
into a stable
and dominant world supplier
of an increasing
variety
of almond
products through new product development and promotion programs.
Other commodities are following
their lead but, as is the case of
the California
wine grape industry described below, industries
frequently
wait for a crisis
situation
before taking action to
address their problems through the use of marketing order tools.
The California
Association
of Winegrape Growers estimated
that in 1983 U.S. operating
expenses for wine grapes would exceed
revenues by over $600 million.
According to the association’s
president,
the great acreage increases of the 1970’s were to meet
increased demand that did not materialize
because nobody predicted
the share of the wine market that is now being taken over by “subHe said that California
wine grape growers have
sidized”
imports.
International
Trade
Commission
and Department
petitioned
the U.S.
of Commerce to stop Italy and France from “dumping” wine into this
California
wine
country at prices below foreign production
costs.
grape growers and vintners
voted in a state marketing order in the
fall of 1984 to establish
market research, promotion,
and
education programs to counter similar
programs implemented in this
country by the Italian
and French wine industries.
DEVELOPINGMARKETING
PROGRAMS
TAKES TIME
Quality control and market support tools are generally
less
controversial
than quantity
controls
because of the resulting
products,
increased
“public
good” that comes from high-quality
and
advertising
that
does
not
market
information,
research,
In October 1983 the
include brand names (generic advertising).
Secretary of Agriculture
addressed these types of issues in a
speech at the 1984 Agricultural
Outlook Conference on the need for
market-oriented,
long-range planning to assist producers in establishing
new markets.
proHowever, the process of developing marketing-oriented
Unless a marketing order committee first
degrams takes time.
consumers
fines
its consumer markets, researches the attributes
and then makes sure the products placed on
desire in the products,
the market meet consumer wishes and expectations,
the level of
consumer acceptance is left to chance.
According to CTFA’s promotional
director,
the basic advice he
gives to commodity marketers interested
in expanding demand
through advertising
and promotion is first
to make sure the prodHe said that
uct placed on the market is what the consumer wants.
developing a long-term marketing orientation
through a committee

takes time because individual
producers’
sole concern has traditionally
been to maximize the current year’s production.
He added
that in the fresh fruit
and vegetable industries,
where it takes
years to alter crop varieties
to match consumer tastes,
the process takes longer.
Expenditures
for research and development, promotion,
and advertising
broadly
increased
over the 1971 to 1981 period
for most
of the marketing order commodities we reviewed.
Figure 7 compares
expenditures
for these activities
in 1971 and 1981 for the
commodities we examined and shows how these expenditures
compared
with total marketing order expenditures.
Figure
Comparison

of Marketing

end Research

Order

and Development
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tivertislng,
promotlon,
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376,365
616,000
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151,615
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220.15:

Research

from the marketlng
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commlttees

run by state
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The following
sections discuss quality
and market support
tools that five industries
have used or proposed under federal
marketing orders with varying degrees of success.
California

tree

fruit

The California
tree fruit
example shows that .the process of
transforming
a program focused on production
control to a marketoriented one focused on increasing
demand is a long-term and continuing process.
lished

The original
(1933) California
prorate and market allocation

tree fruit
agreement estabprograms limiting
the amount
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of California
pears, peaches, plums, cherries,
apricots,
and persimmons to be sold in the market.
After the Congress emphasized
the use of quality
controls
in 1947, CTFA's three committees-peaches, plums, and pears-- turned away from dealing with surpluses
through quantity
controls
in favor of expanding demand.
In the 1982 CTFA annual report,
the CTFA manager summarized
the first
50 years under federal regulation.
He stated that by
1949, CTFA committees
"had turned away from how to deal with surpluses
through allotment
or flow to market regulations
and
toward longer range solutions
designed to improve the
quality
of the offerings
and thus expand the market."
Today, quantity
controls
are no longer used by CTFA, but programs
to improve quality
and expand markets are still
developing.
Research, ongoing during most periods since the 1930's, has
produced standards to measure maturity
for the more than 350
varieties
of peaches, plums, pears, and nectarines.2
According
to the CTFA manager, although maturity
standards have improved,
room for further
quality
improvement exists.
The CTFA manager told us that committees focus their efforts
on improving maturity
standards,
research, and market development.
For example, production
research paid off during the 1982 season
when an extended heat wave caused plum centers to darken, rendering the fruit
off grade.
The plum crop was saved, however, after
researchers,
using quick-ripening
techniques,
found that the color
would dissipate
when the fruit
fully
ripened.
Research and promotional
budgets for CTFA fresh fruit
crops
have greatly
increased since the early 1970's--from
about $500,000
to over $3.5 million
in direct expenses per year in the 1980's.
CTFA's manager emphasized that consumer research is a continuous
process because consumer tastes change. He said, for example,
that pear consumption, especially
of canned pears in syrup, had
fallen
in recent years as consumers became more health conscious.
He said that research is underway to identify
the attributes
consumers most desire in pears in order to help offset the declining
canned pear market.
CTFA's promotional
director
told us that both trade and conHe said that trade promotion,
including
sumer promotion occur.
incentive
activities
for the wholesale and retail
trade (i.e.,
sales contests)
can produce some short-term
measurable benefits
but is basically
done to compete with other commodities involved

2Nectarines became subject to a marketing order in 1958 after
research produced a more colorful
and firmer variety
that shipped
better than the older white-fleshed
varieties
that were not
visually
appealing.
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in such activities.
He said that consumer promotion and advertising
have had little
or no immediate payoff but are considered
an investment for the future.
He said that the goal of consumer
campaigns is to increase long-term market demand by educating
consumers.
The promotional
director
emphasized that CTFA did not become
involved in major advertising
campaigns until
the committees were
satisfied
with product quality.
He said that a quality
product is
its own best advertisement
and a necessity for an effective
marketing program.
He said that advertising
can move a consumer to
purchase fruit
once, but unless the quality
is there, resales will
not occur.
California

almonds

The California
almond marketing order permits both supply
control and demand-enhancing tools.
A market allocation
reserve
pool provision
has been in effect since the order developed in
1950.
Market support tools--research,
development, and
promotion--were
added in 1972.
Before that time, only the
California
Almond Growers Exchange (CAGE), an almond cooperative,
did any significant
amount of research or promotion.
Quality
controls,
previously
administered
as a voluntary
program, were
added in 1976.
A primary use of the reserve pool is to keep supplies adequate from one season to the next.
California
almond production
can vary greatly
from season to season, depending on the timing of
the winter rains and the pollination
period.
Reserve pools have
also been used to distribute
the costs of developing new products
across all growers and handlers.
The goal of market support tools
has been to keep demand high through new product and market development so that natural production
increases can be absorbed without significant
price declines.
During most of the 1970’s,
the almond industry was able to
keep demand ahead of production
through increased foreign sales,
particularly
to western Europe.
The industry has kept demand high
in the 1980’s
through development of the Japanese market and
increased domestic consumption-- up 45 percent from 1978 to 1983.
Successful entry into Japan occurred after extensive study of the
Japan is now
workings of the Japanese market during the 1970's.
the second largest
importer of U.S. almonds.
CAGE's sales
director
has credited
lower prices as the major factor behind
increased almond consumption but emphasized that market development and promotional
efforts
have resulted
in greater public
of almonds in the United
recognition,
acceptance, and popularity
States and Japan.
In 1983, over 75 percent of the domestic almonds crop was
the success of
used as an ingredient
in other foods, reflecting
almond promotion in food manufacturing
industries
such as the ice
where the almond is the most widely used nut, and
cream industry,
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the cereal industry.
The remaining 25 percent was consumed in an
increasing
variety
of almond products being developed to match
consumer tastes,
ranging from dry roasted almonds to almond paste
for cooking and almond butter.
Almond butter is in the new product development stage.
Because almonds have always been more expensive than peanuts, even
in low price years, individual
almond growers have not been willing to sell almonds at a price that could compete in the peanut
butter price range.
For the 1982-83 marketing season, the Almond
Board proposed and USDA approved a 2-percent reserve pool to keep
prices low for new product development, including
almond butter
and almond products for school lunch outlets.
Tart

cherries

The tart cherry industry
is an example of where supply variability
due to weather conditions
or other unknowns can impede
industry growth.
Food manufacturers
hesitate
to commit to new
products if there are added risks in dealing with volatile
A more flexible
supply control tool is needed if
supplies.
demand-enhancing tools are to be effective.
The tart cherry reserve helped even out supplies when it was
However, disapproval
of the reapplied in peak production
years.
serve proposal in 1982 (see pp. 18-21)
stimulated
the industry
to
The industry
is now examining new options for
rethink
its future.
expanding demand.
Almost 70 percent of the tart cherry crop is frozen and sold
and other prepared desserts.
for remanufacturing
into pies, tarts,
The remainder is canned or made into pie-filling
or juice.
Comother
mercial bakers, who use most of the crop, have substituted
pie fruits
such as apples or blueberries
during periods of short
As figure 8 shows, frozen processed
supplies and high prices.
cherry prices were generally
higher and more volatile
than frozen
apple slice prices during the 1960-81 period.
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Figure 8

Price Comparison

Between Frozen Apple Slices and Tart Cherries
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As figure 9 shows, tart cherry producers have been unable to
Figure 9 compares frozen tart
maintain their share of the market.
cherry sales with three competing pie fruit
commodities--frozen
and peaches.
apples, blueberries,
Figure

9

Sales Comparison of Frozen Tart Cherries,
Apples, Blueberries,
and Peaches
Commodity

1975

million
Tart cherries
Apples
Blueberries
Peaches
Source:

1980

pounds (frozen

weight)
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117

200
46
53

58
49
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Michigan Agricultural
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According to a Michigan State University
professor of agricultural
economics who has studied the tart cherry industry
for at
least 18 years, attempts to expand existing
markets have been
hampered because of food manufacturing
firms' reluctance
to spend
the necessary dollars
to introduce new cherry products if cherries
are likely
to be in short supply with high prices every second or
third year.
He said that in short-supply,
high-price
years,
cherries of the desired quality
either are unavailable
in sufficient quantities
or are so high priced that the manufacturers'
profits
on a new cherry product are likely
to be eliminated.
He
said that this is particularly
true when a new cherry product is
part of a product line (e.g.,
a group of prepared fruit
dessert
pies) because manufacturers
may prefer a uniform price for all
items in such a product line.
The Cherry Administrative
Board made some procedural
changes
in the reserve pool program in 1983 that it believes will encourage the expansion of minor tart cherry markets such as those for
juice,
dried cherries,
and jam. According to the Michigan State
University
professor,
the procedural
changes will provide the
growers with incentives
in the form of diversion
credits
against
their pool requirements
for the cherries sold for minor uses.
In
the past, grower options consisted of participating
in the pool or
leaving a portion of the regulated
cherries unharvested in the
orchard.
The professor
said that the intent of the diversion
option is to add flexibility
that can encourage expansion of juice,
dried cherries,
and other minor cherry uses. He said that such
market expansion is needed to keep up with expected production
growth through the 1980's.
Florida

avocados

The Florida avocado marketing order program provides an example of how an industry
attempted to promote and advertise
its
product before it thoroughly
researched the needs of potential
customers and adjusted its products to address those needs.
The Florida avocado marketing order began as a quality
control order in 1954 when grade and size standards were authorized.
The industry
began to emphasize the development of demand in 1975,
when provisions
for production
research and marketing research and
development,
including
paid advertising,
were added to the order.
The only quantity
control authorized
under the order is shipping
holiday authority,
but it has never been implemented.
Florida avocados compete primarily
with California
avocados.
The California
season overlaps with the Florida season on both the
avocado growers produce about
front and back ends. California
seven times as many pounds as the Florida avocado growers produce.
Florida avocados are generally
larger than California
varieties
and have a more favorable
flesh-to-pit
ratio,
but California
avocados are generally
perceived to be a higher quality
than Florida
avocados and attract
a premium price.
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The Florida avocado marketing order manager told us that
because of the Florida crop's limited
size versus the larger
California
crop, promotion efforts
have been limited
to merchandising incentives
for retailers,
wholesalers,
and brokers; grocery
store flyers;
and food page publicity
in newspapers and magazines.
The goal has been to help stimulate
peak-season consumer purchases.
An experimental
television
advertising
campaign in 1981
temporarily
increased consumer demand for the fruit;
however, the
avocado committee concluded that the advertising
was too expensive
to do on a regular basis.
Florida producers have been content to
let their California
competitors
attempt to increase the long-term
demand for avocados through consumer advertising.
In January 1984 the Florida avocado committee voted to cut
out all promotion efforts
under the marketing order.
According to
USDA's field office marketing specialist
responsible
for avocados,
the decision was based on the belief
that producers and handlers
would receive a better return for their promotion dollar
through
programs run by individual
packinghouses outside the marketing
order's jurisdiction
instead of through the marketing ordersponsored generic program.
USDA's field office marketing specialist
told us that he
agrees with the committee members who believe the committee made a
mistake in dropping industry-wide
promotion efforts
for the 198485 season.
He also said that he believes the decision will be
reversed within a year or two. He said that the handlers are
in the types of promotion
salespeople
and do not have interest
that will result
in long-term demand growth.
The committee's decision to drop promotion under the marketing order was based on the results of a December 1983 contracted
The study recstudy for the committee.
(See app. III,
no. 47.)
be limited
to peak-season price
ommended that promotion efforts
advertising
during the 1984-85
season and that other trade promotion efforts
and any consumer promotion efforts
be stopped until
after market research identifies
how consumers rank Florida avocados with California
avocados.
USDA's field office marketing specialist
told us that he
agreed with the study findings
on the need for additional
market
research.
The committee undertook market research efforts
in 1976
For example,
and 1977, but only preliminary
data were collected.
researchers
found that consumers were concerned primarily
with
taste and flavor in their purchase decisions,
but the researchers
The USDA field office marketing
did not define these attributes.
specialist
told us that the committee needs to do additional
market research to find out what attributes
consumers perceive as
He said that
most important in making avocado purchase decisions.
the committee then would be able to compare how existing
varieties
match up with consumer tastes and, if necessary, fund production
research to develop new varieties.
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In addition,
the 1983 study recommended trying brand advertising
due to the success of the California
Hass variety
avocado,
which accounts for over 50 percent of California
production.
The
California
Hass variety
has a longer shelf life than most varieties and is distinguishable
from other avocados on the basis of
color.
Accordingly,
the Hass variety
has developed its own brand
recognition
from which consumers can expect a consistent
product.
In Florida,
the top four varieties
account for 52 percent of
Florida avocado shipments with no single variety
accounting for
more than 16 percent.
The study concluded that generic advertising was counterproductive.
It said that because Florida avocados
consumers cannot be assured of consisdiffer
greatly
by variety,
tency from one variety
to the next.
The study recommended that
the marketing order committee or individual
packinghouses
experiment with brand advertising.
USDA’s field office marketing specialist
told us that he disagreed with the study’s brand advertising
recommendation.
He said
that taste differences
do exist among Florida varieties
but that,
if any differentiation
is made, it should be between the two basic
taste categories,
the early season (West Indes) and late season
(Guatemala), nutty-tasting
varieties.
He said that California
has
been able to reach a point, after years of experience,
where only
the best selling
varieties
are marketed.
He said that with proper
market research, Florida producers could begin the long process of
weeding out the varieties
that fail to meet consumer expectations.
Lemons
Consumers have placed great importance on fresh, natural
products during the past decade; yet fresh, unprocessed lemons are
one of the few agricultural
commodities that have experienced reduced per capita consumption during the period.
Some independent
producers told us that if the industry
is to reverse this trend,
it must move from relying
on supply controls
to more aggressive
marketing.
The lemon marketing order has authority
for research and
development but does not have advertising
authority.
According to
the Lemon Administrative
Committee’s manager, research studies
have been funded in the past by industry members to identify
new
products and uses for lemons, but no directed
effort
has been made
to identify
characteristics
of lemon consumption such as the
and health
respective
roles of price , promotion and advertising,
concerns in consumer purchasing decisions.
The committee manager told us that most committee members
believe that consumers will only purchase as many lemons as they
need regardless
of price and that costs of programs aimed at
increasing
demand would exceed expected benefits.
However,
according to a committee member who has worked for the two largest
more aggressive marketing could pay off if lemon
cooperatives,
quality
could be kept high.

The committee member told us, for example, that a lemon
advertising
and promotion campaign aimed at the foreign hotel
market showed successful results
until the industry
could not
deliver
high-quality
lemons throughout the year as advertised.
He
said that he believes great potential
exists for expanding demand
through promotion and advertising;
however, the problem of
shifting
lemon quality
characteristics
during the year must first
be resolved.
He said that a quality
standard has been discussed
but had been discarded
as impractical
because
within the industry,
only in-season (winter)
lemons could meet quality
standards
similar
to those used by California
tree fruit
industries.
Off-season
(summer) lemons are lower quality
due to a drier
in the industry--Sunkist
growing season. Two major cooperatives
and Pure Gold--have their own standards but, according to an
industry marketing specialist,
the standards only grade the lemons
and do not address the problem of developing a high-quality
lemon
Evidence presented in February 1984 hearings
throughout the year.
before USDA on lemon marketing order operations
indicated
that
export sales are not as high as they might be because foreign
buyers are concerned about the lack of consistency
in quality.
In October 1983 the committee agreed to contract
for a new
marketing research study with the University
of California,
Davis.
One of the university’s
researchers
told us that the research team
would try to evaluate the potential
for increasing
market share
through increased promotion,
advertising,
and new product development. He said that possible study areas include
--identifying
the demographic and socio-economic
characteristics
of present lemon users;
--evaluating
export market potential
by identifying
the
attributes
foreign consumers perceive as important in
making purchase decisions;
--studying
the potential
of joint advertising
with industries
with complementary products such as tea or tomato juice;
and
--evaluating
the impact on supply and demand of new products,
such as individually
sealed (shrink wrapped) lemons that
extend shelf life or organically
grown lemons.
The study appears to have potential
in moving the industry
It does not, however,
toward emphasizing marketing aspects.
address problems in establishing
quality
controls’.
CONCLUSIONS
The 1954, 1962, and 1970 AMAA amendments reflect
congressional desire for marketing order committees to use research, deand maintaining
more
velopment, and promotion tools for creating
tools
In theory, when these marketing-oriented
orderly marketing.
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are properly
used, demand for the commodities should increase
because the products offered better match consumer needs. The
trend is toward increased use of such demand-enhancing marketingoriented
tools.
Industries
using demand-enhancing tools are sometimes helped
if the tools are used in conjunction
with certain quantity
control
almond and tart cherry inFor example, in the California
tools.
dustries,
where weather conditions
or other unknowns can cause
annual supply variations,
judicious
use of reserve pools can help
create the stability
necessary if controlled
market growth programs are to succeed.
The transformation
of industries
from a production
control
focus to a marketing orientation
emphasizing increasing
long-term
This transformademand over production
is a multiyear
process.
tion usually requires extensive market research and product development to ensure not only offering
quality
products but providing
tree fruit
products that reflect
consumer needs. The California
and almond industries,
which have led the move toward more marketing I have found that the process is an ongoing one, reflecting
For example, the California
changing consumer tastes and desires.
tree fruit
committee has been researching
the pear market to
identify
what factors
today’s
consumers consider in their pear
purchasing decisions.
Industries
in the early stage of making the
transformation
such as tart cherries,
Florida avocados, and lemons
can benefit
by (1) realizing
the payback period for money invested
may sometimes be long term, (2) staying current with consumer perand (3) learning
from the experiences
ceptions of their products,
Efforts
to promote or
of commodities further
along the process.
advertise
products that do not reflect
current consumer expectations will prove counterproductive
because repeat purchases will
not occur.
AGENCYCOMMENTS
USDA commented that of the various different
types of marketit views research and promotion programs as the
ing order tools,
most beneficial
for producers,
handlers,
and consumers alike.
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CHAPTER4
USDA ADMINISTRATION OF MARKETINGORDERS
USDA has overall
responsibility
for the marketing order
program, but its role, at least since the 1960's,
has been more
passive than active.
USDA relies on industry-led
marketing order
committees to initiate
all marketing order actions and attends
industry education meetings only when specifically
invited by industry groups.
USDA does not have a formal system for measuring
marketing order performance,
and its program operations
manual, a
potentially
useful tool for conveying information
about the
program to interested
parties has not been updated since 1966.
In view of the controversial
environment surrounding marketing orders and the rather widespread misconceptions
concerning
what marketing orders can or cannot do, USDA should take steps to
improve the communication of accurate marketing order program information.
In addition,
a formalized
system to measure market
performance will allow USDA to evaluate whether marketing orders
meet the act's orderly marketing objectives
and should help USDA
and other interested
parties
judge the merits and shortcomings of
marketing orders.
USDA's EARLY INVOLVEMENTIN
ADMINISTERING MARKETINGORDERS
promoted marketing orders
During the 1930'9, USDA actively
The Great Depression was underway, and
for various commodities.
Producers and handlers of
the agricultural
sector was in turmoil.
farm products experimented with marketing orders to put some stability
back in their industry.
During and following
World War II, USDA took a less active
Events in 1961 and 1962 enrole in developing marketing orders.
trenched a policy whereby, today, USDA does not approach an industry having problems marketing a commodity until formally
contacted
by interested
producers or handlers.
A furor arose in the spring of 1961 about a USDA telegram and
letter,
which commended the proponents of the California
wine
grape marketing order proposal.
The telegram was introduced
into
the public hearing record by the proposed order's opponents, and
the letter
was mailed from Washington the day the hearing closed
in California.
The opponents charged USDA with impropriety
on the
grounds that USDA employees violated
rules prohibiting
them from
discussing
the merits,
issues, or evidence on a proceeding with
any interested
persons following
the close of the hearing and
prior to the issuance of the order.
USDA ruled that no violation
had occurred and denied the
petition.
The Assistant
Secretary of Agriculture
for Stabilization said that the USDA documents did not discuss the evidence,

issues, merits,
or proposed order nor commit the Secretary to an
order but that they offered encouragement to an industry group,
commending their efforts
on behalf of the industry
and encouraging
them to continue such efforts,
if need be, in the interests
of
stabilizing
the grape industry
in California.
He concluded that
the USDA documents were not improper and did not constitute
a prejudgment of the issues.
No current AMS Fruit and Vegetable Division
officials
have
been involved with marketing orders for long enough to provide insight into the incident.
dissertation
on
However, a 1965 doctoral
federal marketing orders (see app. III,
no. 50) gives one individual’s independent views of the incident’s
impact.
The dissertation
states that although the petition
was
denied, the controversy
and the damaging publicity
were sufficient
to produce a change in policy toward new proposals for marketing
orders.
Although USDA retained
the authority
to initiate
marketing orders, this fact was removed from guidance documents and information pamphlets.
Revised guidance documents instructed
personnel within the Fruit and Vegetable Division
not to seek new
marketing orders but to consider only specifically
developed
industry
requests.
According to the dissertation:
the ramifications
were more widespread and probabl; iore lasting
than the actual incident warranted.
Irrespective
of whatever the political
machinations
might have been, the results,
as far as federal marketing orders were concerned, were direct and obvious.
Personnel within the Department today are very cautious
in even discussing
the possibilities
of more marketing
orders.
Whether a change in the political
affiliation
of the Secretary of Agriculture
would change the attitudes of the career civil
servants is very doubtful.
Caution is apt to remain the byword for some time.’
11

According to the Director
of AMS’ Fruit and Vegetable Division, USDA provides input on individual
orders to responding to
information
requests and assuring that new regulations
and marketing order committees’ annual policy statements comply with current
administration
objectives
and federal law. In almost all cases,
USDA limits
its assistance to providing
technical
guidance when
requested by industry groups.
USDA's INVOLVEMENTIN
MARKETINGORDERSTODAY
Marketing order activity
has been rather significant
since
Of the 47 current marketing orders, 15 have
the early 1960’s.
been added since the California
wine grape proposal incident,
and
Seven orders failed
in
numerous amendments have changed orders.
referendum during the same time period.
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USDA does not keep a file of marketing order proposals that
were
do not reach the referendum stage.
However, USDA officials
able to compile a list for us of the 22 marketing order proposals
since 1978: as of February 1985, 3 proposals had become marketing
orders, 2 were rejected by USDA, 3 failed
in referendum, 8 were
pending, and 6 had been dropped by the industry.
(See app. IV for
details
of these 22 proposals.)
Our discussions
with USDA, industry,
marketing order committees, and academic personnel led to the identification
of a common
problem with communicating accurate program information
among the
various parties
involved in marketing order proposals.
Accurate
information
is particularly
important due to the controversies
and
the varied viewpoints
of the parties
involved.
For example, some
consumer groups are against all types of quantity
or quality
control tools because they believe that any regulations
that may
enhance producer prices are contrary to consumer interest.
We identified
two marketing order proposals that indicated
the various types of misconceptions
about marketing orders:
a
California
apricot proposal that did not pass a producer referendum in 1962, and a 16-state pecan marketing order proposal that
USDA did not approve in October 1983.
California

apricots

The California
apricot
industry's
major problem in the early
1960's was poor quality
fruit
reaching the marketplace,
particuGreen
fruit
at
larly
immature fruit
at the beginning of a season.
the beginning of the season tended to diminish consumer demand for
the ripe fruit
that was available
during the remainder of the
season.
A producer referendum was held in May 1962 covering one of
the four California
apricot production
regions, but it did not
a USDA Sacramento field
pass. After the referendum was defeated,
office marketing specialist
met with the proposed order's proponents to discuss why they believed the proposal did not pass.
In
a June 1962 memorandum to USDA headquarters,
he reported that the
distorted
and, in
referendum's
defeat was a result of "completely
some cases, completely
fabricated
untruths concerning the role of
the Department in a marketing order once the program became effecHe wrote that at the meeting he learned that prior to the
tive."
that
vote, the marketing order's opponents were stating
--USDA would tell
tute;

the committee

--USDA would require
program;

what regulations

acreage controls

--once the program was instituted,
nated; and
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to insti-

in connection
it

with

the

could never be termi-

--the salaries
of government personnel
the assessment rate.
According to the marketing
was correct.

specialist,

would

be

included

in

not one of these statements

Pecans
In February 1982 the Federated Pecan Growers’ Association
of
the United States proposed a marketing order for pecans to cover
The proposed order would have authorized
a marketing
16 states.
research and development program, including
promotion and paid
advertising,
to improve the marketing,
distribution,
and consumption of pecans.
Public hearings were held in four cities.
The hearing record
contains a wide range of views.
The Federated Pecan Growers’
which led the supporters,
stated that record plantAssociation,
which
had
doubled
the
number
of
trees
since 1974, had proings,
duced an oversupply situation
that would increase when all the
trees planted began to produce.1
called
The Growers’ Association
for an industry-wide
research and promotion program so that demand
could be increased to a level where an oversupply situation
would
The National Pecan Shellers and Processors Associanot occur.
stated that an order would be
tion, which led the opposition,
counterproductive
because the industry had remained profitable
without federal regulation.
USDA received thousands of postcards and letters
on the proposed order from pecan growers, processors,
and users (e.g.,
conMost comments were against
the proposed order,
fectioneries).
but many of the reasons cited
for opposing the order were not
applicable
to the proposed order.
For example, some of the opponents wrote that they were
against the order because they did not want to set aside a portion
of their crop in a reserve pool, as the almond industry
had done
in the past.
However, the proposed order did not include any
quantity
control
tools such as a reserve pool, which would require
a separate rulemaking process.
According to the AMS headquarters’
marketing specialist
who oversaw the process, the cards and letters showed that miscommunication was a big problem.
Secretary for MarIn October 1983 USDA’s Deputy Assistant
keting and Inspection
Services ruled that evidence of need for the
program was not sufficient;
therefore,
the Federated Pecan
Growers’ Association
proposal was not placed in referendum.
In
the ruling,
USDA stated that production
may increase
in the
future,
but because
surpluses did not exist at that time and pecan
IPecan trees produce nuts in 7 years and cover farm expenses in
to 12 years.
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producers were still
profitable,
a marketing
development order was not needed.

research

and

Our examination of the 1962 apricot proposal,
the 1983 pecan
hearing record, and USDA's correspondence file on each indicated
that in both time periods,
incorrect
statements were made by
parties
involved in the controversies
concerning what marketing
orders can do or cannot do.
Our discussions
with USDA, marketing order committees, industwo areas where USDA could
try t and academic personnel identified
improve the communication of accurate marketing order program
information.
These include (1) increasing
USDA involvement in
marketing order education and (2) providing
a common, up-to-date
set of marketing order rules and policies
for all interested
parties.
USDA involvement in
marketing order education
USDA and academic personnel expressed concern about whether
the pros and cons of marketing orders were being adequately comand consumers of eligible
marmunicated to the growers, handlers,
keting order commodities.
The AMS Fruit and Vegetable Division's
Marketing Agreement and Order Operations Manual (discussed on pp.
54-55) emphasizes the importance of, but does not require,
early
meetings with industry groups to assure industry has full information concerning marketing order programs and the applicability
of a program to a particular
commodity and area.
AMS Florida field office
staff told us that they believed
that much of the misunderstanding
about the 1983 pecan proposal as
well as a 1983 floral
marketing order proposal for advertising
and
promotion that was defeated in a referendum could have been
avoided if USDA marketing specialists
had attended industry education meetings during the marketing order formulation
stage.
The
vegetable and specialty
crop branch chiefs of AMS’ Fruit and
Vegetable Division
told us that USDA officials
did not attend
pecan or floral
marketing order industry education meetings
because they were not invited by the industry groups.
AMS Florida
and Sacramento field office
staff told us in
early 1984, that for the sweet pepper and kiwi marketing order
proposals that were pending at that time, the commodity groups invited USDA staff to attend industry education meetings where the
staff responded to questions about what a marketing order can or
staff expressed the belief
that
cannot do. Florida field office
much of the misunderstanding
about the pecan and floral
proposals
could have been avoided if USDA had held similar
meetings with the
They said that USDA fact sheets
industry early in the process.
and brochures on marketing orders that are distributed
to parties
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requesting
information
only cover the broad issues such as the
types of activities
allowed under marketing orders and the major
steps required
in establishing
an order.
They added that getting
all the facts out early is important because, by law, once a
notice of hearing is issued, USDA cannot discuss the merits of an
order with any party.
Over the last several years, USDA has taken a number of steps
to involve consumers in the marketing order process .and thereby
provide them with insight
as to the working of marketing orders.
USDA began encouraging the addition
of "public or nonindustry"
members to marketing order committees in 1978, but did not provide
a mechanism to ensure that the administrative
committees recommend
individuals
whose primary interest
is, in fact, as a consumer of
the product.
USDA believes the marketing order committees are reIn addition,
USDA
sponsible for selecting
qualified
individuals.
added a prenotice
step in the rulemaking process that gives the
public the opportunity
to comment on marketing order proposals.
However, since the prenotice
step went into effect,
few public
comments had been received.
For example, USDA received a total of
five letters
during the prenotice
period for the kiwi order in
Fruit and Vegetable Division,
said that some
1983. The Director,
high-level
USDA officials
interpreted
the low response rate as a
Headquarters marketing
reflection
of lack of consumer interest.
specialists
told us that they believe consumer interest
is reflected
in the controversies
surrounding marketing orders and that
USDA will not benefit
from consumer input until consumers are educated better about the basic economic and marketing principles
involved.
Marketing order operations
manual has not been updated
to reflect
current policy
The AMS Fruit and Vegetable Division's
Marketing Agreement
and Order Operations Manual contains detailed
information
on the
programs, including
background information
on the AMAA and stepby-step explanations
of the marketing order promulgation
and administration
processes.
The manual states that it was written
primarily
as a guidance document for AMS headquarters
and field
office marketing specialists;
most of the specialists
we contacted
use it as a reference document.
the manual's preface
In addition,
notes that the manual contains guidelines
that committee managers
and industry groups may find useful for gaining insight
into marketing order programs.
However, guidelines
developed since the manual's February
1966 publication
date have not been incorporated
into the operations manual, nor have any legislative
changes or administrative
In addition,
policies
implemented since then been incorporated.
the manual does not address the many consumer-oriented
issues
For example, the existthat have grown in the past two decades.
ing manual would not assist:
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--An industry group interested
in learning about different
options for establishing
a research and development program in order to expand demand for its product.
--A new USDA field office
representative
interested
in the
types of marketing order production
research projects
allowable under 1970 legislation
or USDA's policy concerning*
consumer representation
on marketing order committees.
--A committee manager interested
in USDA's policies
on relaxing regulations
to allow increased goods to reach farmers'
markets or charitable
institutions.
A branch chief in the Fruit and Vegetable Division
told
updating the manual has been planned for years but that
low priority
and the people with the knowledge to do it
handling day-to-day
crises.

us that
it has a
are busy

USDA SHOULDDEVELOPCRITERIA
FOR ASSESSING THE PERFORMANCE
OF FEDERAL MARKETINGORDERS
USDA has overall
responsibility
for program administration,
including
the authority
to approve orders and to suspend or terminate provisions
or entire orders that do not tend to effectuate
the declared policy of the act (7 U.S.C. 608~ (16)(A)(1982)).
USDA, however, has not established
criteria
for judging when
During
orders meet or do not meet the declared policy of the act.
the last 20 years, concerns raised about whether marketing orders
are creating
orderly markets and whether they operate in the
public interest
have prompted each new administration
to initiate
major studies of marketing orders.
Each of the studies has
concluded that marketing orders generally
serve a useful purpose,
but concerns are still
being raised with regard to individual
orders.
We believe that USDA should measure the impact of
individual
orders on meeting the legislative
purpose of creating
and maintaining
orderly market conditions,
but needs specific
would be useful in
criteria
for doing so. Such evaluations
clarifying
the impact of marketing orders so that all parties
involved could more appropriately
judge the merits and
shortcomings of marketing orders.
Federal

reviews

of marketing

Every administration
major studies to evaluate

orders

since President Johnson's initiated
For example:
marketing order issues.

--A 1966 national
commission examined the potential
to extend
marketing orders to other commodities and the adequacy of
the federal role in reviewing marketing order functions.
--A 1975
effects

interagency
task force on marketing
examined consumer and inflationary
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order price
impacts.

Each study expressed support for the programs but called for
modifications
for improved oversight.
For example, the 1966
National Commission on Food Marketing,
comprised of House and
Senate members and presidential
appointees,
recommended that
(1) periodic
reviews of marketing order operations
be conducted
(2) standards other than parity price be
and made public,
developed, and (3) USDA provide more effective
and imaginative
leadership
in working with marketing order committees to develop
information
and education programs.
The 1975 interagency
task
force report recommended that USDA (1) analyze the adequacy of the
data available
for each commodity and (2) evaluate the inflationary impacts of marketing orders on consumer prices.
Only the
latter
recommendation to evaluate consumer impact was implemented
by USDA as part of marketing order impact analysis studies.
However, consumer impact analyses were not kept as a requirement
by the present administration
because it said that lower inflation
reduced public concerns regarding fruit
and vegetable prices.
The most recent comprehensive study of the marketing order
proprogram was in 1981. The program was one of 27 regulatory
grams targeted for reassessment and possible modification
in March
1981 by the President’s
Task Force on Regulatory Relief,
headed by
The review team’s mandate was similar
to
the Vice President.
prior studies’
mandates, to study the program’s effects on economic efficiency,
costs, and productivity,
focusing on marketing
order provisions
that allow procedures to control
the quantity
of
the product marketed.
The November 1981 report discussed four
options:
(1) continuing
marketing orders as they are, (2) elimmarketing orders with
inating marketing orders, (3) replacing
another program, and (4) modifying marketing order provisions
and
administration
to reduce certain effects
and strengthen others.
the fourth option has been
As discussed in the following
section,
adopted.
USDA role

in reviewing

marketing

order

performance

USDA primarily
relies on the individual
marketing order
committees to decide whether a marketing order needs to be changed
Since the committees are primarily
made up of
or discontinued.
growers and handlers,
such decisions may not always be (or be
perceived to be) in the public and consumer interests.
In 1982 USDA issued guidelines
to marketing order committees
based on the 1981 study.
The guidelines
were amended in 1983.
the guidelines
were
(See app. V.) According to the Secretary,
established
to give industry and the general public a better understanding
of what the orders should and should not do. According to the Director
of AMS' Fruit and Vegetable Division,
the
guidelines
are advisory and are not binding on the committees.
With regard to monitoring
marketing order operations,
the Deputy
Director
of AMS’ Fruit and Vegetable Division
told us that he relies on AMS field office
specialists
to track committee activities
relating
to the legislative
objectives
and to keep management informed of these activities
through informal contacts such as
through telephone conversations.

USDA's guidelines
suggest some potential
market performance
state that market allocacriteria.
For example, the guidelines
tion programs "must allow individual
incentive
and product innovation"
and that "advertising
and promotion can contribute
to
economic efficiency
by helping consumers make better informed
decisions."
However, USDA does not systematically
evaluate marketing orders against such criteria.
The only written
analyses of the impacts of individual
marketing orders AMS personnel supplied to us were decision papers,
prepared to brief high-level
decision makers on controversial
issues.
According to the AMS Deputy Director,
each new administration
has trouble understanding
marketing orders, and the decision paper format is an attempt to respond to the questions raised
by the present administration.
Sixteen papers were prepared
between January 1981 and October 1983. An assistant
to the Director, AMS, told us that the decision papers are prepared to give
the decision makers information
on whether marketing orders are
fulfilling
the guidelines
and the AMAA's objective.
We found, however, that the decision papers discuss only
selective
parts of the guidelines.
For example, a decision paper
on California
raisins
explained in detail why the raisin marketing
order did not inhibit
long-run market expansion.
The paper did
not address a related guideline
concerning the need to allow
individual
incentives
and product innovation.
A paper on the
California-Arizona
lemon marketing order generally
addressed the
individual
incentive
and innovation
issue, but it only states that
the order has flexibility
that allows for individual
incentive.
No mention was made of the types of flexibility
allowed.
The only written
analysis USDA provided us in regard to the
controversial
lemon marketing order was a September 1983 position
paper that concluded that the lemon order should be reaffirmed
price
because the program "tends to minimize intraseasonal
instability
and result
in higher season average grower returns
No analyses were
than would be realized
without regulation."
provided regarding such factors as the competitive
nature of the
lemon order, whether the order's geographical
area met the act's
requirements
of being limited
to the smallest production
area
whether consumers were paying higher prices for
practicable,
prorated lemons than would occur in the order's absence, or
whether the order allows for individual
incentives
and product inthe position
paper did little
to respond to
novation.
In brief,
basic concerns that have been expressed by consumers about the
In 1984 the
market performance of the lemon marketing order.
controversy
over the lemon prorate was at a peak. Three weeks of
public hearings in January 1984 resulted
in 44 proposed amendments. As of February 1985, USDA had not made a decision on the
future of the lemon marketing order.
tives,

Headquarters marketing specialists,
and academic personnel expressed
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committee
the belief

representathat part of

the reason why marketing orders are misunderstood
is that when
approving or disapproving
an order, USDA alwayci juJ’Llfies
its
action with language that is acceptable within USDA but does
little
to add to an overall
understanding
of the issues.
USDA
states only that an action complies or fails
to comply with the
act’s objectives.
For example, in the October 1983 pecan decision,
USDA ruled
that a research and promotion marketing order was not needed “to
effectuate
the declared policy of the act,” apparently
because
there was not a surplus of pecans. According to the AMAA, the
principal
objective
of marketing orders is to create and maintain
orderly marketing conditions,
and amendments to the act adding
research, promotion,
and other market support tools help achieve
that objective.
Unlike supply control tools, which can have
immediate impact on grower incomes through altering
supplies,
it
takes years for research and promotion programs to increase
demand. Under the pecan decision,
USDA would not allow the industry to hold a referendum for a research and promotion marketing
order unless surpluses detrimentally
affected producer incomes.
USDA did not explain how orderly marketing can be maintained
in an
environment where chronic surpluses and the resulting
market disorder are a prerequisite
for action.
Potential

performance

measures

We believe that much of the controversy
surrounding
marketing
spelled out criteria
for
orders might be abated if USDA clearly
Our examimarketing orders.
approving,
amending, or disapproving
nation of the major marketing controversies
in chapter 2 indicated
one criterion
that should be considered by USDA in reviewing all
marketing orders-- the level of competition
and its effect on
We also believe
that the AMAA’s requirement
that all
prices.
orders cover “the smallest production
area practicable”
be anain instances when nearly 100 percent of domestic
lyzed, especially
production
is covered under one marketing order as in the case of
lemons.
Other measures of market performance can be developed and
implemented for specific
marketing order tools.
These might
include potential
measures mentioned in USDA’s 1982 guidelines,
such as:
market allocation,
producer allotment,
or
--Under prorate,
and
reserve pool programs, the degree of market innovation
incentive
allowed individual
growers should be analyzed
periodically.
Other potential
measures
could also be included,

not mentioned
such as:

in USDA’s

1982

guidelines

--Under all promotion and advertising
programs, the basis of
the marketing effort
should be analyzed to assure that the
promotion and advertising
are based on effective
research
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and quality
products,
enhancement efforts

otherwise the costs of demandexceed any industry or consumer

may

benefits.

USDA's Economic Research
The suggestions of others, including
which has suggested similar market performance criService,
teria,2
such as the rate of industry progressiveness
or the
reliability
of supplies can also be considered.
We do not believe,
however, that the parity price formula3
should be used as a criterion
for approving,
amending, or disapproving a marketing order.
USDA used parity price as the basis
of its January 1985 decision to suspend the navel orange marketing
order's prorate authority.
Our position,
as stated in our 1976
marketing order report (see app. III,
no. 17), is that parity
is
not an adequate measure of price impact because
it
cannot
adeIf USDA is to
quately protect grower or consumer interests.
improve marketing order communications,
decisions should be based
on market performance criteria
that can measure the impact of
marketing orders on growers and consumers.
Performance criteria
that are applied and made public should help USDA's decisionmaking process and should help address some of the marketing order
controversies.
CONCLUSIONS
AMS' Fruit and Vegetable Division
plays a limited
role in
informing
the industry and public of the pros and cons of marketBrochures are available
on request but cover only the
ing orders.
broad issues.
USDA's most knowledgeable information
sources, the
marketing specialists
most familiar
with individual
farm commodiFor
ties and consumer groups' problems, could be more helpful.
example, our analysis of the 1962 apricot and the 1983 pecan proposals showed that incorrect
information
concerning marketing
Although
we only looked at a
orders existed in both time periods.
limited
number of orders, we found that USDA's marketing order
specialists
do not always attend industry education meetings or

2For example, see John M. Connor et al., The Food Manufacturing
Structure,
Strateqies,
Performance, and Policies
Industries:
Edward V. Jesse, Measuring Market
(Lexington Books, 1985);
Performance:
Quantifying
the Non-quantifiable
(North Central
Regional Project NC-117 WP-15, Mar. 1978);
and Bruce W. Marion
and Charles R. Handy, "Market Performance:
Concepts and
Agricultural
Economic Report No. 244, (Economic
Measures,"
Research Service, USDA, Sept. 1973).
3For a discussion
on the parity price formula and marketing orders, see our April 1976-report-entitled
Marketing Order Program
--An Assessment of Its Effects on Selected Commodities (ID-76For a general discussion
on parity
as an evaluation
tool,
26).
see our October 1980 report entitled
An Assessment of Parity as a
Tool for Formulating
and Evaluating Aqricultural
Policy
(CED-81-11).
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widely distribute
literature
explaining
what marketing order tools
can and cannot do, or the impact such tools have on growers and
consumers.
We do not know to what extent this has been a problem.
would be
However, communication of accurate program information
improved if USDA were able to participate
in all industry education meetings.
The program's operations
manual is a potentially
useful inIt does not
formation tool but needs to be updated and expanded.
include recent legislative
and administrative
policies
and guidelines or contain USDA's position
on the many consumer issues that
developed since its 1966 publication
date.
It also does not focus
on ways to develop the types of market-oriented
programs the
Secretary mentioned at the 1984 Agricultural
Outlook Conference
(as discussed on p. 38) as being necessary for establishing
new
markets.
USDA does not have a formalized
system to measure whether
marketing orders are performing
in accordance with the orderly
USDA is
marketing objectives
of the AMAA. Without such criteria,
not in a position
to evaluate marketing order performance or to
appropriately
judge the merits and shortcomings of marketing
orders.
USDA should consider a number of factors in developing criteria for measuring market performance.
The level of competition
and its effects
on prices should be considered by USDA as one posOther types
sible criterion
for measuring all marketing orders.
such as the potential
for market innovation
or the
of criteria,
basis
of promotion and advertising
efforts
could be measured for
applicable
marketing order tools.
Studies by USDA's Economi'c
Research Service and others have suggested market performance
criteria
that should also be considered.
USDA’s 1982 guidelines
address some of the suggested criteria
However, USDA decisuch as the potential
for market innovation.
sion papers on individual
marketing orders have limited
distribution, only selectively
discuss applicable
guidelines,
and supply
could
little
information
to decision makers. Such information
help clarify
the benefits
and shortcomings of existing
marketing
Until USDA
orders or justify
changes in marketing order policies.
takes the lead by developing measurable criteria
for evaluating
the performance of marketing orders and making the findings
public,
program criticism
is likely
to remain a dominant force in
setting
the marketing order debate agenda.
RECOMMENDATIONS
We recommend that the Secretary
of Agriculture
Agricultural
Marketing Service, to:
Administrator,

require

the

--Develop and apply criteria
for measuring the performance of
individual
marketing orders and make the results
available
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so that USDA decision makers and other interested
parties
can appropriately
judge the merits and shortcomings of
marketing orders.
--Update and keep current the operations
manual for marketing
orders.
The manual should (1) incorporate
the above criteria for measuring the program’s principal
objective
of
creating
and maintaining
orderly marketing,
(2) incorporate
legislative
and administrative
policy and guideline
changes, including
1982 and 1983 marketing
order guidelines,
and (3) focus on ways to develop market-oriented
programs that can improve the quality
and variety
of available products.
AGENCYCOMMENTS
AND OUR EVALUATION
USDA stated that developing measurement criteria
has long
been viewed as a critical
but elusive
area of concern and that the
manual
has long been in need of revision.
USDA said that AMS will work with other USDA agencies,
academicians,
and others to develop appropriate
criteria
and to
make meaningful measurements
of marketing order effectiveness.
USDA said that it has been seeking criteria
since the 1930’s
and
that prior analyses, such as a 1981 attempt to measure marketing
order effectiveness
(see app. III,
no. 31), have been inconclusive
and demonstrate the difficulty
of measuring marketing order
performance.
USDA also stated that many of the past evaluations
have concentrated
on specific
issues
and shed little
light on
overall
order performance.
We noted, however, that the 1981 study cited by USDA focused
on price impacts, an important variable
but not the only one
pertinent
to orderly marketing.
other
On pages 58-59 we suggest
criteria,
such as the level of competition
and the potential
for
market innovation,
for USDA to consider in developing measures of
marketing order performance.
Without such criteria,
USDA is not
in a position
to measure whether marketing orders are performing
in accordance with the orderly marketing objectives
of the AMAA.
USDA agreed to implement our recommendation
marketing order operations
manual in a practical
manner.
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COMMODITIESELIGIBLE FOR FEDERAL MARKETINGORDERS
COMMODITIESORIGINALLY ELIGIBLE FOR
MARKETINGUNDERAUTHORIZING LEGISLATION
As originally
orders could only
and their products
any such commodity

enacted, the AMAA specified
that marketing
apply to the following
agricultural
commodities
or to any regional or market classification
of
or product:

--milk;
--fruits
(including
pecans and walnuts but not including
apples and not including
canning fruits,
other than
olives);
--tobacco;
--vegetables
asparagus):
--soybeans;
--naval

(not

including

canning

vegetables,

other

than

and

stores

(not

including

products

of naval stores).

COMMODITIESELIGIBLE UNDER
PRESENTLEGISLATION
A number of amendments to the act have modified the list of
eligible
commodities.
As amended, the act now classifies
commodities into two groups with respect to their eligibility
for a
marketing order:
(1) specified
commodities and their products and
(2) all other commodities but not their products.
their

As of the time of our review, the specific
products to which marketing orders could

commodities and
apply included:

--milk,
--fruits
(including
filberts,
almonds, pecans, walnuts, and
apples produced in Washington, Oregon, Idaho, New York,
Michigan, Maryland, New Jersey, Indiana,
California,
Maine,
Vermont, New Hampshire, Rhode Island,
Massachusetts,
Connecticut,
Colorado, Utah, New Mexico, Illinois,
and
Ohio) (not including
fruits
for canning or freezing other
than pears, olives,
grapefruit,
cherries,
cranberries,
apples produced in the states named above but not Washington, Oregon, or Idaho; not including
the products of canned
or frozen pears, grapefruit,
cherries,
apples, or
cranberries);
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--tobacco;
(not including
vegetables,
other than asparagus,
--vegetables
for canning or freezing and not including
potatoes for canor other processing);
ning, freezing,
--hops;
--honeybees
--naval

(not the products

stores

of honeybees);

(not the products

of naval stores);

and

--eggs.
All other commodities (but not their products) not covered in
the specified
list above are eligible
to adopt marketing orders,
with the following
exceptions that are prohibited:
--honey;
--cotton;
--rice;
--wheat;
--corn;
--grain

sorghums;

--oats;
--barley;
--rye;
--sugarcane;
--sugar

beets;

--WOOli

--mohair;
--livestock;
--soybeans;
--cottonseed;
--flaxseed;
--poultry

(turkeys

are allowed);
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--fruits
--potatoes

and vegetables
for

canning,

for

canning

freezing

or freezing;

or other

processing:

--apples;
--peanuts
Source:

produced

Congressional

in more than one production
Research Service.

6'7

area.

MkRKETIRG

Author
1.

Agricultural
ing Service

Title
harket-

and

publisher

Date

A Review
Marketing
Fruits,
Specialty
Economic

of Federal
Orders
for
Vegetables,
and
Crops-Ef f iciencp
and

Welfare

Implicatiqm,

hgri.
U.S.
ture

Ecoa.
Dept.

REVIEWED

Federal
Marketing
grams
in AgricultureIssues
and Options,
Interstate
Printers
publishers,
Inc.

Pro-

3.

Babb,
R. D.

E. M.,
Boynton

“Current
and Potential
Uses of Federal
Marketing Orders ,‘* Cooperative
Extension
Service,
Texas
NiM University

4

Booker,

D.

5.

Breimyer,

“Statement
to
Department
of
ture
Advisory
on Regulatory
U.S.
Department
Justice
(mimeo)

Evaluates
policy
options
for orders
ranging
from
no change
to eliminating
orders
entirely.
Concludes
that
season-long
prorates,
market
allotments,
and market
allocation
quantity
control
programs
are most likely
to result
in resource
Presents
options
such as only
risallocations.
using
quantity
controls
as “safety
valves”
during
excessively
burdensome
years,
leaving
markets
unregulated
at other
times.

1983

General

Describes
federal
marketing
programs
including
chapters
on fruit
and vegetable
marketing
orders;
advertising,
promotion,
and research;
cooperaand changing
agricultural
tives
and bargaining;
Analyzes
today’s
marketing
marketing
programs.
identifies
unresolved
issues,
and
system,
assesses
the consequences
of options
for dealing
with
unresolved
issues.

1979

General

Evaluates
coassodity
characteristics
and market
structures
associated
with
effective
marketing
CoPpares
degree
to which
nonorder
programs.
marketing
order
commodities
(broilers,
hogs,
wool,
beef,
cotton,
etc .) exhibit
characteristics
associated
with
effective
order
operations.

1?76

General

Asserts
(favor
prices,
restrict

1965

General

Discusses
philosophy
of orders
and nature
of
order
constraints
on individual
decisionmaking.
Argues
that
the effect
of orders
on consumers
positive.

The
and

Ch.

H.

P.

the U.S.
AgriculCossaittee
programs,
of

Individual
and the Economic
Organization
of Agriculture.
University
of
XXnois
press

Synopsis

General

0-l
00
and

BY GAO

Corodities
studied

Rept.
#77,
of Agricul-

Armbruster,
W. E.,
D. R. Henderson,
and
R. D. Knutson

2.

ORDER STUDIES

that
marketing
one group
over
lead
to chronic
entry.

orders
are anticompetitive
another),
increase
consumer
overproduction,
and

14 of

Freedom

.,

is

(continued)
Wit
Title

Author
6.

Bushnell,

P.

and

publisher

Date
1978

G.

its

ttuditd
Almonds

Int’l.

synopsis
Studies
the relationship
between
the federal
marketing
order
and world
demand for
al-ads.
deterministic
simulation
model
is developed
to
assess
the impact
of Spanish
entry
into
the
The model shows that Spaaish
European
market.
entry
tends
to have a destabilizing
effect
on
variables
of interest
to the United
States.

A

7.

Cohen,
G. H.,
P. H. Eisenstat,
Department
of
Justice

U.S.
Department
of
Justice
Testimony
on
Proposed
Amendment
of
Marketing
Agreements
and Orders
907 and 908

1983

Navel
and
valencia
oranges

Concludes
the prorate
provisions
of navel
and
valencia
oranges
do not raise
farmers’
incores.
Any short-run
farmer gains
are eroded
over
time,
the Secretary
of Agriculture
and therefore,
should
suspend
or terminate
the prorate
provisions.

8.

Dash,

“An Economic
Analysis
of the Marketing
Orders
for Walnuts
and
Almonds ,” unpublished
Raster’s
thesis,
University
of Wisconsin,
Madison

1982

Walnuts,
almonds

Evaluates
market
allocation
provisions
of the
An econometric
model
walnut
and almond
orders.
is developed
and a simulation
is run to compare
conditions
with
“no-marketing“marketing-order”
have
Concludes
(1) the orders
order conditions
.”
been an effective
means of raising
producer
revenue and (2) the variability
of returns
was not
substantially
greater
when no-order
conditions
were simulated.

9.

Farmer
Service

Cooperative

Price
Impacts
of Pedera1 Market
Order
Programs,
Spec.
Rept.
12,
Farmer
Cooperative
Service,
U.S.
Department of Agriculture

1975

General

Evaluates
potential
and actual
price
enhancement
Orders
attributable
to major
order
provisions.
identified
as having
price-enhancing
effects
were
walnuts,
cranberries,
prunes,
hops s celery,
tart
cherries,
California-Arizona
navel
raisins,
valencia
oranges,
and lemons.
oranges,

K.

“Marketing
Orders
and
Agreements
in the U.S.
Fruit
and Vegetable
Industries
,” in Organization
and Competition
in the Frurt
and Vegetable
Industrv.
Tech.
Study
#4 Nat.
&xa.
on
Food- Marketing

1966

General

Theoretical
discussion
of supply
control
aspects
of orders
and description
of how some exemplary
Details
why orders
cannot,
in
orders
work.
general,
lead
to a monopoly
situation.
Defines
conditions
where
orders
are most effective,
and
marketing
problems
most effectively
addressed
by
Supplement
#3 contains
discussion
of
orders.
federal
and state
enabling
legislation.

10.

Farrell,

S.

L.

E.

t

_-~- .-----

---_

- _

5z

(contimed)
Title

Author
11.

Federal
mission

Trade

com-

staff

and publisher

Date

Federal
Trade Caiaaioo Staff
Report
on
Agricultural
Cooperatlves

1975

-ditiea
studied
Central

Syuopa is

0

of marketing
IV evaluatea
the influence
orders on the economic
power of agricultural
IV evaluates
cooperatives.
Appendix
to part
potential
econaic
harm to conarrera.
Concludes
marketing
orders
have potential
and actual
effects
counter
to conauer
interest.

H

Part

x

H
H
H

bpirical
jected
results

analysis
of the hop comaittee’a
prosupply
and denand data with
actual
market
the
cmConcludes
that
is undertaken.
rittee
has not unduly
used its market
power
because
more supply
is generally
placed
on the
the actions
of the hop commarket
than needed,
mittee
appear
to have developed
an orderly
and the degree
of price
varimarketing
program,
ability
under the order
has been leas than half
that experienced
otherwise.

12.

Folvell,
R. J..
P. M. Nennessy,
R. C. Mittelhmr,
and A. 8. Narrington

United
States
Rope
Industry
and the Volwae
Control
Provisions
of
the United
States
Federal
Hop Marketlng
Order,
Agricultural
Research
Center,
Washington
State
University

1982

Robpa

13.

Frank,

“Programs
in the U.S. ,I’
unpublished
doctoral
dissertation,
University
of NebraskaLincoln

1980

General

Evaluates
the market-oriented
framework
of U.S.
the history
of federal
and state
agriculture,
legislated
farm corrmodity
promotion
programs,
and
the economic
and political
impact
of such
legislation.
Appendix
B lists
all
state
marketing
order
programs.

14.

French,

B. C.

“Fruit
and Vegetable
Narketing
Orders:
A
Critique
of the Issues
and State
of Analysis,”
American
Journal
of
Agricultural
Economics

1982

General

Evaluates
findings
of 1981 USDA review
team
study.
Concludes
that
1982 guidelines
were
consistent
with
the review
teams’
findings,
but
current
theoretical
analyses
are limited
and
and without
further
empirical
vork,
incomplete,
the controversies
will
continue.

15.

Geller,

G.

California
Tree Fruit
Agreement--1933-1983,
1982 Annual
Report

1983

Pears,
plas,
peaches,
nectarines

Describes
history
of marketing
California
tree
fruit
from the first
fresh
fruit
‘agreement
under
the 1933 Agricultural
Adjustment
Act through
the early
Notes change in emphasis
during
1983.
1950’s
from controlling
supplies
to increasing
demand through
quality
and market
support
funcCredits
effective
use of such functions
tions.
as the reason
for increased
production
and
greater
consllser
acceptance
of products.
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(continued)
Wit
Author

Title

and

publisher

ies

Date

studied

Synopsis

16.

General
Office

Accounting

Administration
of
Marketing
Orders
for
Fresh
Fruits
and Vegetables,
RED-75-273.

1974

Tomatoes,
navel
and
valencia
oranges,
celery

Evaluates
interests
research
prices,
orders,

17.

General
Office

Accounting

Marketing
Order
Program--An
Assessment
of
Its
Effects
on Selected
Coaroaities,
ID-76-26

1976

Potatoes,
onions,
raisins

Evaluates
the costs
and effects
of federal
orders.
Concludes
the orders
benefit
some
producers
and handlers
by improving
farsrlevel
prices
and assists
industries
through
improving
the knowledge
base,
but consumers
pay higher
retail
prices
for marketing
order
corodities.

18.

General
Office

Accounting

Analysis
of Certain
Aspects
of the
California-Arizona
Nave 1 Orange
Marketing
Order,
CED-81-129

1981

Nave 1
oranges

Evaluates
the 1980-81
navel
orange
surplus
situation
and concludes
that
(1) no evidence
exists
that
navel
oranges
have been destroyed
and
(2) terminating
the marketing
order
would
probably
lower
prices
in the short
run,
but
long-range
implications
are unknown.

19.

Gilette,

D.

G.

An Analysis
of Federal
Marketing
Orders
in the
Potato
Industry,
University
Microfilms,
Int’l.

1967

Potatoes

Study
describes
the legislative
framework
and use
of federal
marketing
orders,
discusses
production
and marketing
characteristics
in the potato
industry,
and measures
the impact
of federal
marketing
orders
on the potato
industry
by comparing
marketingand non-marketing-order
potato
industry
areas.

20.

Glasson,

V.

R.

“Coxments
Concerning
Federal
Fruit,
Vegetable,
and Specialty
Crop Harketing
Orders
American
Farm Bureau
Foundat ion

1981

General

Provides
input
to USDA’s
1981 task
force
evaluLiets
criteria
for
ating
marketing
orders.
consideration
in reviewing
marketing
orders.
Concludes
that
marketing
orders
have served
consumers
and producers
well
as an effective
means
of providing
orderly
marketing.

1950

General

Concludes
that
quality
regulations
have minimun
impact .
Quantity
regulations
have no effect
if
Quantity
controls
alternative
markets
exist.
slowed
down picking
and packing
in California
citrus
and also
slowed
adoption
of aggressive
sales
programs.
The statistics
and other
information
collected
under
marketing
order
programs
are of major
importance.

21.

Hedlund,

F.

F.

,”

“The
Impact
of Marketing Agreements
Upon the
Marketing
of Fruits
and
Vegetablis,”
Journal
of
Farm Economics,
32~4

(1) USDA consideration
of conslrer
in administration
process,
(2) USDA
on mrketing
order
effects
on retail
(3) research
on alternatives
to marketing
and (4)
factors
affecting
tomato
quality.

(continued)

Caoditiea
J.

B.,

Jr.

_. *.

studied

“Rstional
Council of
Farmer Cooperatives,
Legal,
Tax and Accounting Comittce
Marketing
Order Update”

1983

Ocoeral

Discuaaea
OMB’a role
oversight
proceaa.
order
progrra
work,
should
be adriniatered

aod

publisher

ia the marketing
order
Concludes
that
the marketing
ahould
be retained,
and
only by USDA.

22.

Fkron.

23.

Hoor.

S.

“Bconaic
Implications
of California
Agricultural
Msrketiag
Proof Farm
grsma ,*’ Journai
Econcaics,
38:s

1956

Genera 1

Rograa
were good for counteracting
cyclically
depresaed
demand, especially
in perenniala,
but
acre not successful
in alleviating
chronic
aurplus
aituationa.

24.

Hoes,

S.

Vhortand Long-Run
Bcoaaic
Effects
and
Implications
of Using
Rational
Marketing
Orders
as a Supply
Management
Tool,”
in
Rutgers
Farm Policy
Form
Proceedings,
Rutgers
University

1962

Camera1

C@ality
control
can stimulate
demand by increaaing conamer
satisfaction
and confidence.
Outliner
general
condition8
under which marketing
orders
are likely
to be successful.

25.

Door,
Clark,

S., and D. A.
Jr.

“tipact
of Marketing
Orders
and Agreements
,I’
Farm Policy
Form,
IO:1

1957

General

Cements
on the effecta
of orders
on iaterVolue
controls
for Caliregional
competition.
fornia
aaparagus
caused
the state
to loae market
share.
Order-funded
promotion
for pears expanded
California
sales
relative
to other
areas.
California
lemon order
stimulated
Florida
production,

26.

Hoes,

S.

“Harket ing Orders
and
Agreements
,” Farm
Policy
Forum,16:1

1963

General

“are
not doing
the job often
Argue8
that
orders
attributed
to them.”
Orders
have not solved
problems
associated
with
chronic
surplus
situat iona.
“Thus one should
look with. caution
upon
anyone offering
marketing
orders
as a cure-all
for any type of marketing
problem.
At the same
time,
one should
look with
auapicion
at anyone
ubo condemns ail marketing
orders."

27.

Jsuison,

“harketing
Orders,
Cartels,
and Cling
Peaches ,” Food Research
Institute
Studies,
6:2

1966

Cling
peaches

excess
production,
Order costs : encouraged
Resulted
in
and overinvestment.
excess
capacity,
self-defeating
order
surplus
removal
program.
economic
literacy,
Order benefits
: developed
facilitated
advertising.
Increased
quality
and
muat
of information.

.._

.I

Synopa is

Date

Title

Author

I-

J.

A.

l

(continued)
Title

Author
28.

J-iron,

“Uarketing

3. A.

Date

and publisher

Orders

Public
I%licp
for
Fruit
and Vegetable
Industries
,” Food
Research
Iastxe
Studies,
10: 3

and

1971

COlOdities
studied
Cling

peaches,

the

pears,
ltroas,
walnuts,
almonds

Synopsis
Finds
long-run
price
gains
for “controlled”
coxwdities
did not differ
greatly
fra
those accruing to uncoatrolled
comodities.
Order price
effect
is to cut price
troughs
relative
to price
high cost of resource
Costs of orders:
peaks.
abridgment
of individual
freeda;
risallocation;
Suggests
accelerates
firm entry
and slows
exit.
that restricted
percentages
by gradually
reduced
or vollre
controls
prohibited
fra
being
used for
2 successive
years.

29.

Jesse,

E. V.

“Producer
Revenue
Effects
of Federal
lfarketing
Order Quality
Standards
,” Econ. and
Stat.
Serv.,
U.S.
Department
of Agriculture,
ESS Staff
Report
No. AGESS810619

1981

Quality
control
orders

Attempts
to separate
demand-increasing
and
supply-decreasing
effects
of order-iuposed
riniEstimates
a positive
mm quslity
standards.
relationship
between
minimum quality
and demand
in only
4 of 17 order
caodities
studied.
Demand elasticity
in the vicinity
of “norual”
production
indicates
higher
standards
could
elevate producer
returns
during
large
crop years.

30.

Jesse,

E. V.

Social
Welfare
Iuplications
of Federal
Marketing
Orders
for
Fruits
and Vegetables,
Tech. Bulletin
No.
1608, &on.,
Stat ., and
Coop. Serv.,
U.S.
Department
of Agriculture

1979

General

Evaluates
conswr
surplus
and producer
gross
return
effects
of terminating
various
provisions
in federal
orders.
Identifies
information
required
to draw conclusions
about net velfare
gains
and losses
in the short
and long run.

31.

Jesse,
E. V.,
A. C. Johnson,

Effectiveness
of Federa1 Marketing
Orders
for Fruits
and Vegetables,
Agricultural
Econaic
Beport
No.
471, Econaics
and Statistics
Service,
U.S.
Department
of Agriculture

1981

General

Compares
farm price
levels
and price
variability
for corodities
with
and without
marketing
Ranks orders
by potential
market
power
orders.
Finds
limited
statistical
evidence
conferred.
that
order
cwdity
prices
were higher
(absolutely
or as a percent
of parity)
or rsore stable
No discernthan matched
non-order
counterparts.
ible
relationship
betveen
potential
market
pover
and actual
price
performance.

32.

Krebs,

Marketing
Orders
and
the Structure
of Agri:
culture.
Eural
America

1981

General

Evaluates
role
of marketing
orders
in present
farm economy and their
effect
on consmers.
Also
discusses
efforts
to evaluate
marketing
orders
by
USDA, FTC, GAO, and others,
and proposals
to
improve
marketing
order
administration.

A.

V.

and
Jr.

%
cd

(continued)
Title

Author
33.

Knutson,

34. Hasson,

R. D.

A.

aud

publisher

Date

"Restoriug
public
Confidence
in Federal
Fruit
and Vegetable
Marketing
(kders,”
Cooperative
lExteasioa
Sefvice,
Texas
AbM
University

1981

"The Economic
of Marketing

1975

Appendix

Effects

Wities
l tudied
gvaluates
vhetber
USDA marketing
order decisions
Ropnses
alterare made in the public
interest,
natives
for improved
USDA oversight
including
periodic
review,
updating
the parity
goal,
and

General

procedures
on cmittees.

Identifies

General

Orders,*’
to Part IV, A

orders,
iuports,

35.

Masson,

36.

Masson,
Masson,
Harris

37.

McMenauin,

A.

A., R.
and B.

M.

T.
C.

obtaining

consmr

competition
power of

of marketing
liritiog
Argues
that

stagnated.
agricultural

Discusses
costs
of citrus
orders:
higher
fresh
abnormally
long
season,
restricted
fruit
prices,
resource
misallocation,
'excess
fresh
shipments,
eradication
of price
profits
to growers,
coupetition.

"Statement
to the USDA
Advisory
Comittee
on
Regulatory
programs
on
Citrus
Marketing
Orders,
Bureau
of Economics,
Federal
Trade
Commission

1976

"Cooperatives
and Harketing
Orders,"
A@cultural
Cooperatives
and the Public
Interest
N.C. Project
117.
Mouo.N0,4

1978

General

Argues
that
marketing
orders
manipulation
by cooperatives.
Argues
costs
of lemon order.
benefits
of orders.

"Tedious
Fraud:
Reagan's
Fans Policy
and
the Politics
of Agricultural
Marketing
Orders,"
Cat0 Institute

1983

General

Discusses
controversy
marketing

and

H

resource
misallocation
costs
Besources
are
to consumers.

wasted
and interregional
Orders
underlie
monopoly
cooperatives
.
CaliforniaArizona
oranges
lemons

z

representation

anticapetitive
effects
including
barring
entry,
and price
discrimination.

orders have caused
and enhanced prices

Report
on Agricultural
Cooperatives,
Flux. of
Competition,
Federal
Trade
&mission
(Mimeo)
4
P

for

z
0
n
x

"free
and
order

market"
presents
critics.

are

subject
to
Derives
social
against
stability

vs.
"regulatory
views
held

by

control"
some

%
2
iz
ft

(continued
Title

Author
38.

&rchant.

C. S.

39.

Uinai,
D. D.,
B. C. French,
and
C. A. King

and publisher

‘Wine
Potato
Marketing
Axreemsnt
and Order,”
J&rnal
of Farm Ecol
naics,
31:4

University
fornia

of

Date

Corodities
studied

Synopsis

1949

l&sine
potatoes

Concludes
desirable
features
of
form product/cmdity
sizes
and
sasll
sizes.
Undesirable
features
added inspection
the tolerances,
outlets
for elirinated
potatoes,
representation.

1979

Cling
peaches

Simulated
market
performance
vithout
order.
Congrouer
returns
and reeludes
that order raised
duced price
variability,
but in so doing,
reduced
cons-r
surplus
by a greater
auount
than gains
in econaic
rent
to producers.
Illustrates
how
orders
can capound
production
adjustment
problems.

Cali-

orders
are unielixinatioo
of
are “eroding”
costs,
lirited
and no conaamzr

40.

Nelson,
G. and
T. H. Robinson

“Retail
and Wholesale
Demand and Marketing
Order
Policy
for Fresh
Wave1 Oranges ,” American Journal
of AGItural
Econaics,
60:3

1978

Navel
oranges

Estimates
uonthly
demand for navel
oranges.
Concludes
that administrative
committee
decisions
to
restrict
fresh
shiprents
may have reduced
producer
returns
relative
to unrestricted
shipping,
since
demand (at handler
level)
was estimated
to
Caittee
response
to 1974 Cost of
be elastic.
Living
Council
efforts
to increase
ueekly
prorates
was inconsistent
vith
grower
profit
maximization
objective.

41.

Pritchard,

The Federal
Raisin
Marketing
Order,
ERS-198,
Economic
Research
Service,
U.S. Department
of
Agriculture

1964

Raisins

Examines
effect
of first
10 years
operation
Order increased
the raisin
marketing
order.
stabilized
farm prices
relative
to pre-order
periods.

N. T.

t

of
and

%

(continued)
Author
42.

Title

Ricks,
D. J.,
and
L. G. Ham,
W. C. Chase-Lsnsdale

and

Tke Tart
sector

publisher

Cherry
of

U.S.

Date

Sub-

1982

Agricul-

44.

Shafer,

hith,

C.

E.

E.

B.

“The Effect
of a Marketing
Grder
on Winter
Carrot
Prices,”
American Journal
of &Zltural
Economics,
SO:4

1968

Evaluation
of Federal
Marketinn
Orders
for
Fruits
and Vegetables
Using
Time Varying
Parameters.
Dniversitv
Microfilms;
Int’l.

1982

Synopsis

$

Tart
cherries

Discusses
(1) overall
nature
of the tart
cherry
industry,
(2) reasoas
for
supply
instability,
(3) impact
of the federal
marketing
order
progra
on supplies,
and (4) potential
for
increasing
market demand.

Carrots

Employed
to capture

of

43.

lz

Corodities
studied

winter
reduced
levels
level.
Citrus
fruit,
tables,
potatoes

vegeand

5:
H
z

a dumy
effect

variable
in time
series
analysis
of marketing
order on demand for
Concludes
that
order
carrots
fra
Texas.
the price
spread
between
retail
and grove=
but did not affect
demand above
the grower

Evaluates
the relationship
and demand.
A current
and
of marketing
order
use and
An empirical
model
sented.
ity
to demand is developed

betwen
order
activity
historical
perspective
evolution
is prelinking
order activand estimated.

a

45.

Smith,

R.

J.

“The Lemon Prorate
in
the Long Run,”
Journal
of Pol.
Economy,
Dec.
1961

1961

Lemons

Argues
that
grover
returns
for
lemons
(per
carton)
in the long
run have not been increased
by use of
Order
has the effect
of
the lemon marketing
order.
subsidising
lemon juice,
which
is competitive
with
fresh
lemons.

46.

Smith,

T.

B.

“Cossaents
Concerning
Federal
Fruit,
Vegetable,
and Specialty
Crop Marketing
Orders
Cornsunity
Nutrition
Institute

1981

General

Provides
input
to USDA’s
1981 task
force
evaluating marketing
orders.
Concludes
that
marketing
orders
result
in consumers
paying
higher
prices
and this
is smple reason
to pursue
change.
States
that
previous
requests
to broaden
the task
force
to include
public
&ers
were unsuccessful.

,‘I

g
x
;.
x

(continued)
Author
47.

Staaf,

J.

Title

D.

aud

publisher

Date

Corodities
studied

1983

Avocados,
limes

Presents
an overview
of avocado
and lime market
conditions
and evaluates
the economics
of infor
mation
and advertising.
For avocados,
recolends
limited
price
advertising,
generic
advertising
be
cut out*
and additional
market
research
be undertaken.
For limes,
recorends
research
on capetiag Mexican
imports
but no promotion
unless
Florida
limes
can be differentiated
from Mexican
limes.

1981

Navel
and
valecia
oranges

lksploye
weekly
simulation
model
to estimate
and long-run
effects
of terminating
shortShort-run
effects
include
substantially
order.
lover
and aLOre volatile
graver
returns
as more
fruit
is sold
fresh.
In the long
run,
fresh
prices
and shipments
are about
the same as with
the orders
in effect,
as is price
variability.
Other
long-run
effects
include
reduced
season
lengths
and a major
contraction
of the processing
sector
with
diminished
production
for processing.

“The Ef feet
of Marketing Orders
on Market
Structures
and Some
Conseauent
Market
Deve l&sent
s ,‘I Journal
of Farm Economics,
43:5

1961

General

Outlines
structural
-producers
handlers
;
-degree
of
-increased
-increased

Federal
Marketing
Orders
and Comwdity
Group Organization,
Doiversitv
Microfilms.
Int’l.
e

1965

General

Evaluates
the effectiveness
of federal
orders
as
a tool
for aiding
in the develoaent
of cormsodity
group
cohesiveness
and organization.
Also
evaluates
the degree
of cosssodity
group
leadership
in
establishing
orders
and USDA’s
role
in the
process.

“A Pro and Con Diecuesion
of Marketing
Orders ,” Congressional
Research
Service

1981

General

Discusses
controls
potential

An Ecoaaic
Aualysis
of
Florida
Avocado and
Lime Herchandisiag,
The
Rconaic
Associates,

Inc.

48.

Thor,
P. K.,
E. V. Jesse

and

Reseatch
KkpartEnt
ture

49.

Townsend-Zellner,

50.

Wood,

51.

Withnell,

W. M.,

N.

Jr.

E. R.

Synopsis

Service,
U. S.
of Agricul-

gain

effects
market

of marketing
power vie-a-vim

orders:

knowledge
increased;
product
differentiation;
market
power of cooperatives.

controversy
over
quantity
and
under
federal
marketing
orders
for new legislation.

quality
and the

APPENDIX

APPENDIX
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IV

FEDERAL MARKETING ORDERS PROPOSED
JANUARY 1978 - FEBRUARY 1985
AMS, FRUIT AND VEGETABLE DIVISION

Area and connnodity

Vegetable
Main
orovisions

Texas - High Plains
potatoes

Research
promotion

lo/78

Texas - South
melone

Grade,
tainer

11/78

Florida
bell peppers

Containers

None

Nevada
potatoes

Grade and size

No action
1979

10179

Florida
leather
leaf fern and
plumoea

Research
promotion

None

Insufficient
indue try interest
shown.

3182

National
order
mushroom8

Research and
promotion,
including
paid advertising

Failed
to gain
industry
eupport

Several major
producers
refuaed to eupport.
Separate legislation required.

Grade and size,
containere,
research
and
development

Pending

Some indue t ry
support evident; need to
develop grade
standards.

Date of
proposal
l/78

4/79

I
I

-

National
European
(hothouse)
cucumbers

branch
Promulgation
act ion
and

con-

and

Reason
Insufficient
industry
interest
shown.

None

Referendum
favorable ;
order issued
April
1979
Insufficient
industry
interest
shown.
since

Producer8 to
wait and see
if production
expands
enough to
support program.

APPENDIX
Vegetable
Date of
propoaal

APPENDIX

IV
branch

IV

(continued)

Area and commodity

Promulgation
action

Main
provisione

Failed
in
referendum
Jan. 1984

Insufficient
producer
support.

Producer meeting held; no
positive
action

Insufficient
producer
support.

Grade, size,
containers,
markings,
research,
and
promotion

Industry
withdrew support

State legielature
failed
to designate
area for
“Vidalia”
onions.

Grade, size,
maturity,
containers,
and markings

Pending

Research
promotion

Pending

08182

National
Floraboard--cut
flowers,
foliage
plants,
flowering
potted plants

Research
promotion

lo/82

Washington-Oregon
asparagus

Grade, size,
containers,
markings,
research
and
promotion

11/82

East Central
onion0

12/83

California
tomatoes

l/84

Several
roses

states

l/84

Virginia
broccoli

3184

Florida
peppers

4/84

Texas
vegetables1

bell

Georgia

Reason

and

and

Grade, size,
maturity,
and
containers,
and markings

Pending

Grade, size,
maturity,
and
containers

Pending

Research
promotion

Pending

and

lProposa1
is for a marketing
agreement only.
will
only be binding
on growers and handlers
agreement with the Secretary
of Agriculture.

Need to amend
enabling
legislation.

Research and promotion
who voluntarily
enter

program
into the

,

APPENDIX

Date of
proposal
lo/78

IV

APPENDIX

Area and commodity

Fruit
branch
Main
vrovieions

California
seedless

ruby
grapes

4178

New England
apples

3183

California

lo/84

7/79

kiwi

San Joaquin Valley
California
avocados

Far West U.S.
spearmint
oil
(WA, ID, OR, MT,
UT, NV, CA)

Promulgation
act ion

Reason

Grade, size,
containers

Failed
in
referendum
conducted
Aug. 1979

Insufficient
grower support for
issuance.

Maturity
standards
and promot ion

Failed
in
referendum
Aug. 1978

Insufficient
grower support for
iesuance.

Grade, size,
maturity,
and
containers

Referendum
favorable.
Order issued
Oct. 1984

grade, size,
maturity,
containers,
and
production
research

Pending

Specialty
crops branch
Producer
Referendum
favorable.
allotment/
Order issued
reserve pool.
Research and
Apr. 1980
promotion

3182

Sixteen
Southern
and Southwestern
states - pecans

Research
promotion

6182

Northwestern
quadrant
of the
U.S. - Peppermint oil

Producer
allotment/
reserve
pool.
Research
promotion

Source :

Agricultural

Marketing

Service,

80

and

and

USDA.

IV

---

Unfavorable
recormnended
decision
and
unfavorable
Secretary’s
decision.
Proceedings
terminated
Oct. 1983

Need not
established.

Proposal
rejected
by
USDA May
1983

Proposal did
not meet USDA
guide line
criteria
for
producer
allotment
programs.
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APPENDIX V

Guidelines
Fruit,

For

Vegetable,

& Specialty

Crop

Marketing

Orders

*

I

U.S. DEPARTMENT
JANUARY

OF AGRICULTURE
25,

7982

81
I

:,

APPENDIX

APPENDIX

V

OUIPELINES
FRUIT,

FOR

VEGETABLE+

SPEClAWY

MARKETING
The Agricultural
the Secretary
for

fruits,

Marketing

of Agriculture
vegetables,

ORDERS
Agreement Act of 1937 (Act)

to administer

and specialty

President's

Task Force on Regulatory

Agriculture

initiated

programs

are meeting

--Reducing

crops.

producer

returns

the Secretary

of Federal

was undertaken

government

order

In response

Relief,

goals

authorizes
programs
to the
of

marketing

to determine

the Administration's

Federal

-4laxlmizlng

marketing

an economic review

This review

In May 1981.

CROP

how well

orders
the

of --

regulation;
through

open and competitive

marketing;
--Achieving

mOre efficient

allocation

-4upport1ng

the concept

of self-help

The Department's

economic review

numerous programs permltted
extensive

analysis,

potential

to effectively

Impose Inefficiency
Recognlrlng
agricultural
Secretary

the report

the inherent

reduce extreme fluctuations

that

supplies

order

orders

instability

and these crops

in supplies

82

order

programs

and prices.

but some may

system.

in producing

marketlng

After

system.

have the

and prices

and marketing

in general,

to operate

the impact of the

the marketing

concluded

stabllite

programs.

evaluated

on the production

comnodlties
intends

through

of resources;

and marketing
in particular,

the

in a manner to
Reducing

risks

to

V

APPENDIX

APPENDIX

V

both buyers
protection

and sellers
against

provides

extreme

producers

losses

arising

and consumers a degree of
from economic and natural

causes.
In keeping
Act,

the Secretary

restrict

entry,

will

limit

the efficient

producers

Administration's

the

require
supply,

The extent

commodities.
with

with

or perpetuate

guidelines

covering

These guidelines

will

basis,

over-supply

of

will

resources

be consistent

in the interest

of

public.

general

orders

and those of the

in programs that

involvement

use of the nation's

The following

case-by-case

some adjustments

of Federal

and the general

marketing

objectives

fruits,

full

be applied

vegetables,

be applied
after

will

Federal

and specialty

to each marketing
discussion

to all

with

order

crops.
on a

the industries

involved

VOLUrIE CONTROLPROGRAMS
Producer

Allotment

Programs

The Department's
allotment

recent

programs have the potential

underinvestment
restricting

by industry,

entry

policy

Administration,
goals

with

these programs

it

limiting

and reducing

out that
supply,

open competition

system is contrary

producer

causing
by

requirements,

in a manner that

the affected

to the general

does have a statutory

statutory

Where changes in existing
work with

for

pointed

of new producers.

While the allotment
this

economic review

will

the Secretary

eliminate

programs
inaustries

basis.

barriers

are necessary,
toward

2

83

gradual

policy

of

To balance
will

carry

to entry.

the Secretary
adjustments.

will

out

V

APPENDIX

V

Market

APPENDIX

Allocation

Proqramf

The Secretary

recognizes

brneflcial

to producers

individual

incentive

to

long-run

Inhlblt

chronic

proposed

market

market expansfon

In each

regulations

will

evaluate

should

not

can be

be used

or continue

to evaluate

intends

Industry

#at

they

or to encourage

The Secretary

sltuation

programs

The programs must allow

Innovation,

and product

to ensure

allocation

when used properly.

over-productlon.

the economic

that

where market

are designed

annually

allocations

with

are

these objectives

in mind.
fne Secretary
long-term

possible

the percentages
to ensure

on price

of production

that

approprlatr

effects

nuwket

comnlttce

differentials

golng

adjustment

recomnendations

between markets

to the different

and public

M to their

interest

and

markets.

This

concerns

receive

is

attentlon.

The !nduStii
regulations,

must ,?lonftor

so that

market

features

available

supply

allocatlon
under

o? tontfnual

use of annual

and demand signals

The comnlttees

are not distorted.
consider,

regular

the effects

mrst

submit,

recommendations
the program,

from the market

ana the Secretary

separately

Including

from all

will
other

prorates.

Prorates
Prorates
comnodlty

to market.

establishment
limited

regulate

Specifically,

of a maximum quantity

time period.

Racooxntndations

effect

be considered

allocative
This
for

are measures which

Aaminlstratlon

effective

consumers

will

marketing

through

serving

the

market stabilization

flow

short-term

of a

the term "prorate"

refers

to

a handler

during

a

for

may Ship

prorates

that

the

have an

separately.

that

believes

the

prorates

interests

can be a valuable
of

both

and extension

producers
of

the

tool
and

seaSorl.

3

84

,
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type

This

may bt used to prevent

of program

and correspondingly
It

cnntrlbutes

However,

metket

Informtlon

these

market

With
kffetary

1s asking

prorate
qprorcher

(3)

prorate,

Le.,

fnstead

of only

timr

greater

whfle

supplies

Ities

or overly

incentives,

the

feature

to assess

guidrlines.

should

Among the

consfder:

a limited

part

of the season,

specific

time

three,

frame

or four

In aacn

Included

week prorates

ueekly;
of a partial

season prorate

and expanded

that

intraseasonal

changes

flexibllitles

time protecting

in the present
for

system would

individual

the viability

handlers

of the program.

Poe 1s

Reserve

reserve

be used

incentive

the prorate

these

during

two,

balleves

at the swa

Reserve

should

frame.

The Secretary
permlt

one or both of

number of ueeks;

of the

A combInatfon

with

only

a limited

Expansion

usjng

comeittees

Use of prorate

(2)

Yperfect"

and needs and recommend ways to best use

affected

Le.,

prorates

individual

each industry

consistent

that

(1)

preserving

prubleete

provisions

too often

Ind4vidual

flow.

supplies.

a view toward

own unique

stlflfng

gluts

and distribution

would require
All

Consequently,

market

out product

use of handling

and adminlstration.

so as to avold

restricting

by smoothing

maximum effectiveness

are unattalneble.

guardedly

prices

to more efficient

facllltles,

its

depressed

temporary

pools

and prices
program
with

little

can be used to control
that

should

often

plague

not result

the extreme

agriculture.

In stockpiling

or no market outlet.
4
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Therefore,

fluctuations
Houever,

of certain

the
comnod-

when an industry

in
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comnittet?

recommends a reserve,

disposition

of the

reserve.

including

a *most likely"

cormnitteo

to reflect

Shlpplnq

commodity

btlltvt

that

state

include

and should

supply

or market

art intended

commodity
for

shipping

dtterloration,

the Intended

several

alternatives

be revised

by the

conditions.

will

market

to refrain

period

of time.

supply

fluctua-

from shipping
Although

a

many marketers

holidays

aid market

stability

and prevent

evidence

to support

or refute

this

The undetermined

presented.
of

to reduce

handlers

a short

strong

question

dations

should

projection

holidays

certain

the

This

changing

by requiring

not bttn

must clearly

Holidays

Shipping
tions

it

value

the need for government

therefore

be carefully

mark&

concept

has

of these measures raises

involvement.

considered

Future

recoe#nen-

by the Department.

QUALITY PROVISIONS
Quality
marketing

provisions
orders

size

regulations.

thus

serving

are the most frequently

and art

usually

This

provides

the long-term

which

reflect

to be fltxlblt

suitable

Industry

policy.

should

for

as a form of supply
Therefore,

the

expansion.

in fresh
that

control

Department

a high

and/or

quality

5
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product,

a good uality
with

crops

requirements

of all

fruits

need
and

form.

use of quality
is contrary

will

quality

since

However,

the marketing

consumption

be cautioned

with

of producers,

of weather,

enough to maximize

vqttables

primarily

consumers

market

the uncertainties

of

in the form of minimum grade

interests

image can lead to long-term

used feature

continue

regulations

to Administration
to evaluate

the use

3
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of th is feature
areas:

with

particular

emphas is on the following

(1) Whether quality

controls

season to season or within

seasons,

product

meeting

minimum quality

Whether the standards
Grade and sire
market.
tive

the local

production

of a minimum quantity
industry

believes

be followed,

it

Charitable
orders.

this

should

orders

contributions

convincing

art

This Administration

cnaritable

industrlts

would be attracshould

as consider

from the quality

already

contributions

produce from the

product

type of approach

present

consider

could

evidence

and encourages

If

the

not or should

not

to the Department.
of this

exempted from regulation
endorses

commodity

the establishment

standard.

have provisions

strongly

or (3)

of the off-grade/site

area as well

exemption

that

A number of existing

lower quality

the marketing

of

over the years.

In view of this,

would allow

from

has been declining,

keep low quality

this

to some consumers.

within

standards

regulations

significantly

(2) Whether the percentage

have been tightened

Some argue that

changes that

have varied

three

the concept

type.
in most
of

expanded use of these

provisions.

IMPORT REQUIREMENTSUNDERSECTION 608e
Section

608e of the Agricultural

the same quality
on a domestic
to ensure that
Act,

threatening

requirements
commodity.
low quality

Marketing

on an imported

Agreement Act imposts

commodity as are imposed

It does not seek to limit
imports

the domestic

do not undermine

market for
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U.S. crops.

imports

but rather

the purpose of the
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U.S. policies
requirements
Unlted

1s party.

marketing

provisions

Accordingly,

order

these

will

examine all

with

other

this
available

industries

consideration

agreements

to which tne

or regulation
with

will

review

any

to ensure that

the intent

of Section

its
608e

agreements.

review,

government

mendations

take into

the Department

legislation

international

In conducting

intent

nust

and impact are compatible

and with

quently,

trade

of a number of international

States

proposed

on foreign

the Agricultural

Information

agencies

to make sure that

and will

as well

are cautioned
they

Marketing
maintain

as industry

to carefully

close

sources.

contact
Conse-

examine future

are consistent

of the law and U.S. international

Servjce

with

recom-

the spirit

and

obligations.

RESEAHCHAtiD PROMOTION
Fruit
funds

and vegetable

for

use in production

research

because it

problems

that

to increase

authorize

and marketing

research

reduce yields.
yields

supports

can help producers

and for

rapidly

consumers make wtter

advertising

to acute

and marketing

can contribute

of

and marketing

Research can also provide

and promotion

by helping

the collection

production

respond

and reduce production

Advertising

efficiency

orders

The Administration

and promotion.

future.

marketing

new techniques
costs

in the

to economic

informed

decisions.

BLUC-VUTING
When referenda
ment of an existing
its

membership.

are conducted
order,

This

either

on a proposed

the law allows

is referred

a cooperative

to as bloc-voting.

7
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i

order

or amend-

to vote for
Although

this

V
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is provided

for

cooperatives

under the statute,

to refrain

individual

voting

and will

more clearly

the Secretary

from bloc-voting.

will

better

represent

demonstrate

both to the Uepartment

It

encourages

is believed

the interests

the desires

and the general

strongly

that

of the industry

of the entire

industry,

public.

Al%lINISTRATIVE PKOCEDUKES
Responsibility

of Committees

The Act places

and USDA

upon the Secretary

authority

to assure the proper

Marketing

order

informed

comnfttees

recommendations

Therefore,

It

committees

provide

Service,
their

possible

this

all

Failure

information

provide

marketing

order.

for

timely

this

the

objective.

administrative

the Agricultural

Marketing

a sound analytical

and timely

implementation

At the same time,

responsibility

for

of the administrative

in a complete

of the seasonal

orders.

to make the most

market order

through

data that

in delays

his

that

the full

of marketing

in striving

the Secretary,

recomnuandations.

provide

operation

have a responsibility

is imperative

comprehensive

of Agriculture

basis

cormnittee
manner could

of provisions
Secretary

for

to
result

of a particular

continues

to accept

action.

COMMITTEETENURE
The economic review
improve

representation

ideas.

In view of this,

suggested
and allow

establishing
for

the Secretary

different
will

a limit

on tenure

to

and m3re contemporary
require

that

all

commlttee
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membership
committee

in tenure.

The Department

an appropriate

time frame.

be lfmfted
to develop

encourages

all

committee

phases of marketing

will

The Secretary

numbers to take a very

order

work with

active

role

each
also

in all

administration.

PERICCIC HEFERENCA
Some marketing

orders

The Secretary

not.

believes

They provide

interest.

provide

for

these referenda

the industry

the value

informed

of the wishes of the majority

Secretary

each order.
time

of marketing

with

reassess

tne

is requiring
USCA will

frame appropriate

that

work with
for

perlodfc

orders

periodic

referenda

are in the public

a means to regularly

and keep the Department
of tne industry.
referenda

each committee

each order.
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but most do

Therefore,

be conducted

in development

for
of a
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CONCLUSION

The role

of the Department

implement

agricultural

Marketing

orders

and effectively
with

any other

preceding

policies

administered
program,

occur

and to provide

aries,

both to the

that

are wisely

that

guidelfnes

of Agriculture

there

a means of better
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utilized,
However,

for misuse.

These

to assure that

abuse does not

understanding

of the bound-

and the general

10

and

interest.

appropriately

of such a policy.

are possibilities

are established

industry

are in the public

constructed,

are part

is to develop

public.

as

V
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Dear Mr.

marketing ordere recently
underwent
cn intensive
As 7ou know, euppl7 control
Executive
Branch review includlag
an airing
of the rubject
ln the White House
and before the full
Cebinet.
that the outcome was reached
I would not suggcrt
without
some In1 tlal dl aagreement.
However, I am taking
this opportunlt7
to
tell
7ou that thlr review rarulted
in a reaffirmation
of Mmlnlrtratlon
support
for the marketing order concept, for the polic7 guideliner
$rrued lart
year for there programe,
and the Secretary
of Agriculture
to l dmlnirttr
the
progrenr .
A year

of experience
operating
within
the pollc7
guldellner
issued in 1982‘hae
their value Ed a ball8
for lndurtr7-government
uaderetcnding.
We
that
thlo ir an appropriate
time
to expand on this
experience
end
more rpcciflc
plear for cppl7lng
there
guldelloee
to reason-long
control
program8.
Our objective
18 to reduce conrtraintr
where
under there program@ in order to re17 more full7
on free market
To further
defiue the marketing order guldellner
the following
would

deronrtrated
believe

Identify
volume
porribla

forces.

l PPl7

g
With

regard

phase

out entry barrlerr
over the next five years.
Thlr
provide the affected industries
with a reasonable

will
emount

to producer

of time

to

l djurt

cllotment
their

programs,
marketing

we intend

to

practlceo.

?or market allocation
end re8crve pool programa, we intend
to require
that prirar7
market8 have l vcllcble
c quantity
equal to 110 percent
of. recent 7ear8’
eclcr
in thorre
outlets
before approving
l econdcr7 market cIlocctlon
or
This will
a88ure plentiful
rupplier
for consumer8
pool lng.
ad for market expanrion but will
retain
the mechanism for
decline
with burdensome ruppl7 8ltuatloa8.
We also intend
to provide for greater
flexlblllt7
Eovevcr the principal
prorate
prorate
progrcms.
are lo formal
rulemaking
under the Admlnlstrctlve
Act end I cennot
rekc l peclflc judgement8 about
until
hecrlng
record8 have been enal7’ted.

under
programo
Procedure
chcager

I believe
that
conetructlve
changer such cs these will
make the marketing
I intend
to continue
to use my statutory
order concept even stronger.
authority
to administer
these programs for the benefit
of the American
farmers end the public
in gencrcl.

Slncerel7,
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DEPARTMENT
OFFICE

OF AGRICULTURE
OF

WASHINGTON.

THE

SECQETARY

D C 20250

June 11, 1985
Mr. J. Dexter Peach
Director,
Resources,
Community,
and Economic Development Division
U.S. General Accounting
Office
Washington,
D.C.
20548
Dear Mr. Peach:
This is in response to your April
11, 1985, request
that we review and
comment on the draft
report
entitled,
The Role of Marketing
Orders in
Establishing
and Maintaining
Orderly Marketing.
Our comments, which
follow,
respond primarily
to the general
thrust
of the report
and the
recommendations
presented
therein.
In addition,
we have attached
a short
listing
of those errors
that
we believe
are significant
enough to merit
your consideration
and correction.
1.

Summary of the Report

Initially
the
report
describes
the depression
era crisis
in the agricultural
economy of the nation,
which led to a multitude
of Congressionally
legislated
programs to help stabilize
agricultural
markets and improve
grower returns.
The report
then concentrates
on a review of 11 commodities
affected
by nine different
marketing
order programs.
The orders selected
for review represent
a cross section
of marketing
order authorities
currently
used to influence
the supply of, or demand for, all commodities
subject
to orders.
Based on observations
of these nine orders,
the report
addresses:
(1) the controversies
surrounding
the programs and the effect
of each type of marketing
order authority
on the commodity supply;
(2)
the emerging
trends in the use of marketing
orders;
and (3) the administration of the programs.
The report
notes that
marketing
order programs have been the subject
of conRecognizing
that critics
have
troversy
ever since their
inception.
constantly
argued that
consumers ’ interests
would be better
served in a
totally
free market environment,
the report
observes that for 10 of the 11
commodities
examined,
competitive
market forces appear sufficient
to limit
any price increases.
The report
concludes
that while marketing
orders can affect
the quantity
and
quality
of supplies,
only the lemon prorate
resulted
in significant
unused
Furthermore,
tonnage.
the report
found that little
basis exists
to conclude
quality
standards
have been used to restrict
salable
that
handlers’
supplies.
Noting that quality
controls
have not tended to change when crop
sizes varied
from year to year, the report
asserts
that the use of such
tools can encourage farmers
to improve their
product and help assure
consumers that the affected
commodities
meet basic minimum standards.
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Further,
the report
specifically
notes the absence of any evidence suggesting that the quality
control
features
of marketing
orders were being used to
hold salable
commodities
off the market.
Examination
of the use of reserve
pools for almonds and tart cherries
pointed
to the development
of new
outlets
for these items,
while the report
notes that the producer allotment
programs for spearmint
and hops tend to restrict
the entry of new producers
into the marketplace.
The report
finds that Congressional
emphasis has shifted
in recent years
away from production
controls
to a marketing
oriented
focus, emphasizing
increases
in long-term
demand over short-term
supply controls.
It notes
that market research and product development
are desirable
features
of
orders that will
not only offer better
quality
products
but products
which
reflect
consumer demand.
The report
concludes
by suggesting
several
improvement
in the area of marketing
order
USDA:

II.

1.

Actively
reserving

2.

Update

3.

Develop

4.

Make wider use of decision
papers
shortcomings
of existing
marketing
changes.

participate
participation
and expand
criteria

for USDA
namely, that

in industry
education
meetings,
to invited
appearances
only;

the current
for

specific
areas
administration,

measuring

marketing
marketing

order
order

rather

operations
performance;

than

manual;
and

to clarify
the benefits
and
order programs or to justify

Response

The report
presents
a positive
assessment endorsing
the use of marketing
orders by growers and handlers
to solve today’s
marketing
problems.
It
contends that USDA has played an increasingly
limited
role in informing
the
industry
and the public
of the pros and cons of marketing
orders.
Further,
it asserts
that better
USDA evaluation
of marketing
order effectiveness
and
increased
communication
of accurate
program information
could abate much of
the controversy
surrounding
marketing
orders.
Transcending
the Administration’s
position
on marketing
orders per se, is
the strongly
held belief
that all Americans would benefit
most by a
significantly
reduced level of government
interference
in their
businesses
This belief
is the foundation
of the Administration’s
position
and lives.
on farm programs generally,
as well as in other areas of government
regulation.
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With this backdrop,
we want to clearly
reiterate
that the Administration
supports
the concept of marketing
orders so long as the programs are
consistent
with statutory
requirements
and with USDA guidelines.
Marketing
orders were studied
extensively
by USDA during 1981 and 1982 and aired in
the Cabinet Council
in 1983. This in-depth
evaluation
demonstrated
that
some order provisions
may impose inefficiencies
on the production
and
marketing
system and that adjustments
in such orders would be necessary
to
provide
greater
flexibility
needed to reduce constraints
under the programs
in order to rely more fully
on free market forces.
Of the various
different
types of orders,
research and promotion
programs are viewed as the most
beneficial
for producers,
handlers,
and consumers alike,
and volume control
orders,
the least beneficial.
The Administration
believes
that the USDA’s role is to develop and implement
agricultural
policies
that are in the public
interest.
It is not our
objective,
however,
to encourage the development
of additional
government
programs.
The report
concludes
with two specific
recommendations
of the Secretary
of Agriculture,
as follows:

for

the consideration

1. To require
that AMS develop and apply criteria
for measuring
performance
of individual
marketing
orders so that interested
parties
judge the merits and shortcomings
of orders;
and
for

2. To require
that
marketing
orders.

AMS update

and keep current

the operations

the
can

manual

The first
recommendation
raises a matter that has long been viewed by the
Department as a critical
but elusive
area of concern.
Repeatedly,
since the
onset of marketing
orders under the Agricultural
Marketing
Agreement Act of
1937, the Department has studied
marketing
orders,
or cooperated
with others
undertaking
similar
studies,
with
the objective
of measuring the effectiveness of these programs.
“Effectiveness
of Federal Marketing
Orders
In a 1981 USDA study entitled,
for Fruits
and Vegetables,”
by Jesse and Johnson,
the authors
found that
efforts
to make quantitative
measurements of the effects
of Federal orders
The difficulty
encountered
in
on grower-level
prices were inconclusive.
measuring
the effectiveness
of orders in this 1981 study is typical
of the
experience
of others undertaking
similar
studies
in the past.
Appendix III
of the report
lists
some 51 marketing
order studies.
Overall,
these studies
have been more descriptive
of orders than they have been conclusive
in
In addition,
many of the evaluations
measuring
order effectiveness.
undertaken
have concentrated
on specific
issues and thus shed little
light
on the matter of order effectiveness
generally.
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The recommendation,
however, is meritorious
in its end objectives.
Thus,
AMS will
continue
to work with its sister
agencies as well as academicians
and others in an effort
to develop appropriate
criteria
and to make meaningful
measurements of marketing
order effectiveness.
The marketing
order manual can be
We agree with the second recommendation.
a useful
guide to the labyrinth
of legal and policy
requirements
and
procedures
that must be dealt with in connection
with marketing
order
The manual has long been in need of revision
and updating
administration.
as recommended and it is the Department’s
intention
to do so in a practical
and expeditious
manner.

Acting Assistant
Secretary
Marketing
and Inspection
Services
Enclosure
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CORRECTIONSTO THE MANUSCRIPT

P. Ii

top partial
marketing

paragraph.
There
agreement currently

Most of the state
programs.

marketing

marketing

orders
orders

and one

were

P*

2

2nd full
developed

P

3

first
objective
of the Act is incorrectly
stated.
3rd full
paragraph.
The Act does not guarantee
or assure parity
prices.
Instead,
the
objective
is to establish
and maintain
orderly
marketing
conditions
in interstate
commerce as well as establish
grower prices which
approach parity.
The Act states
that parity
should be approached at
as rapid a rate as the Secretary
deems to be in the public
interest
and feasible
In view of current
demand requirements.

P*

5

3rd paragraph.
of California

,

P.

6

paragraph.
as promotion

are 47 federal
in effect.

Add to the parenthesis:
citrus.”

5th item under
time to submit

the procedures
substitute:
written
proposed findings

2nd paragraph.
determines).

The Secretary
should
entry

of Agriculture

“three

fourths

in the case

“The public
is given
and conclusions.”
approves

be noted that the spearmint
of new producers.

(not

p* 11

It
2nd paragraph.
provide
for limited

order

does

p* 14

It should be pointed
out that the Hop
end of top partial
paragraph.
the volume of marketing.
Committee does not market hops, it controls

p* 14

last half of last
paragraph
should be restated
as follows:
order committees
adopt a mar“Prior
to each crop year, the marketing
keting
policy
and a projected
shipping
schedule that reflects
anticipated
supply and demand factors.
Each week during the season,
the committees
may recommend a maximum quantity
of fruit
which may be
shipped by handlers,
usually
for the following
week.”

p* 20

last paragraph.
First
sentence should be restated
as
“Although
the Federal Government
follows
to describe
what happened:
declined
to use the marketing
order to establish
a reserve,
subsequently
USDA helped the industry
. . . . . ...”

pa 25

It Is true that In one or two recent years as much as
1st paragraph.
65 percent of the lemon crop was withheld
from the domestic fresh
quantities
were also exported
fresh or were
market, but substantial
processed domestically.
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p*

30

Title
heading for Figure 5 should
From The Fresh Market,
1971-1981.”

P*

30

standards
apply
Footnote
“c” should read: “Tart cherry quality
Almond quality
standards
apply
coaamroditfes placed in reserve.
almonds received
by handlers
from producers
as well as almonds
in reserve. u

P*

40

“After
the Congress
2nd sentence should read:
top paragraph,
authorized
in 1937 the use of quality
controls,
CTFA’s three commitwith
tees - peaches, plums, and pears - turned away from dealing
surpluses
through quantity
controls
in favor of expanding
demand.”

P*

54

line

PO 64

5 - “Notice

of referendum”

probably

should

Appendix I, M.O. 984 applies
to California
Washington were deleted
in 1976.

read,

be:

“Production

“Notice
walnuts

Withheld
only to
to
placed

of hearing.”
only.

Oregon and

[GAO Note:
These comments were considered
and changes made to the text where
appropriate.
Page nmbers
in USDA’s comments were changed to reflect
those in
the final
report.]
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